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PREFACE

The first edition of this little book was written as a help
to students in practical Trigonometry in the School of Mining.
The book proved to be so useful that, the first edition becom-
ing exhausted, it was decided to issue the second edition.

While retaining the particular features of the first edition,
considerable changes have been introduced in the way of
greater expansion along certain lines which lead to a clearer
understanding of the subject.

The book contains the essentials of Practical Trigonometiy,
with a minimum of fancy work and of padding to increase the
size of the volume. Exercises in transformations, which may
be beautiful and interesting, but which are not of practical
use, are not many.

The student is encouraged to work with natural functions
as m the experience and opinion of the writer ther are more
direct, more manageable, with small angles, and fully as ex-
pedient as logarithmic methods, and in many cases more so
to an expert arithmetician. Besides, it requires the use of
simpler and less bulky tables. And in the case of very small
angles it is well known that natural sines and tangents can
be taken with very great accuracy, which is not the case with
log-functi<ms.

A perusal of some modem works on Trigonometry would
naturally lead a student to the conclusion that logarithms
form an essential and necessary part of Trigonometry, and
that nothing practical in that subject can be done without

[vii]
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A BRIEF TREATISE ON
TRIGONOMETRY

PART I.—PLANE TRIGONOMETRY

1. Of Dedmal Approziinatioii.—In the practical meas-
urements of length, weight, angle, etc., results are
not usually expressible by integers or by definite frac-
tions, but approximately by a series of decimal figures.
Thus in measuring accurately the distance between two
given points with a scale divided into tenths of an inch,
we might estimate the hundredths and find the distance
to i)e approximately 314 inches, say. If the scale were
graduated to hundredths of an inch we might estimate
to thousandths and find the distance to be 3141 inches.
But in any practical case of this kind our expression is

probably only an approximation to the true distance,
for even if every decimal figure be correct, the true
distance might not be accurately expressible except by
a larger number of decimals than it is convenient to
employ.

It is obvious that, other things being the same, the
more decimal places we include the closer is the approx-
imation

; but there is little or no purpose in employing
more decimals than is necessary to exptess the degree
of approximation required. Thus 3 1415926... ex-
presses approximately the ratio of the circumference of
a circle to its diameter. But this approximation is

[1]



2 A BRIBP TREAT 3B ON TRIGONOMBTRY

Closer than is generaUy required in practice, and it may
be both convenient and profitable to employ a number
with fewer deamal placec.

To two decimals the approximate expression is 3.14-
and to three places it is 3142. for as we reject 5926.'
which IS more than a half unit in the third decimal
place, we should raise this place by a unit, and ^rite
3.142 mstead of 3.141. So also to four decimals the
expression becomes 3.1416. because this latter expres-
sion IS nearer 3- 14159 than 31415 is.

Thus we have the nile-If the part rejected be less
thaii one-half of the last unit retained, the last fieure
remams unchanged; but if the part rejected be greater
than one-half of the last unit retained, one unit is to
be added to the last figure.

Ex. The series of approximations to 1.8371296 is 1.8
1-84. 1-837. 1.8371, 1-83713. 1.837130.

^I'i?*^**.*"'
Approxiniation.-Take a number such

as 1-4136 and suppose that it is correct in expression to
four decimals. If the digit in the fifth decimal were
less than 5 the number would undergo no change when
rejectmg this digit; but if this digit were greater than
5^

the precedmg figure would be increased by one unitHence we see that without knowing the value of the
fifth digit, we are sure that the error in expression can-
not be greater than 0.00005, or 5 vnits in the placefoUowing the last one written.
This is the maximum error, and the average errx>r isnot more than one-ualf of the maximum.
Ex. The distance from A to B is given as 2-423 ft

correct to the last unit.
'
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Then, the greatest error of expression is <00005 ft
or <0.006 in. Or the expression is in error to a les^
quantity than 6 thousandths of an inch.

in

EXERCISE I.

1. A distance is given as 345926 miles. Find
inches the maximum error of expression.

2. In expressing an area in acres, how many decimals
should be employed so that the error in expression mav
be less than 1 sq. in.?

3. In expressing a distance in miles, how many dec-
imals is required to give it to the nearest inch?

4. The area of a field is given as 187415 ac. Give
the greatest possible error of expression in square inches.

3. Contracted MultipUcation and Division.—As we
have to deal practically with numerical quantities ex-
tending to several places of decimals, anr in which the
integral parts are usually small, it wiU be convenient to
establish some concise method of doing so.

If two decimal expressions each containing five deci-
mals are to be multiplied together, there is no practical
utility m retaining more than five decimals in the prod-
uct; and even if we wished to retain 6 there is no ad-
vantage, but rather a disadvantage, in so multiplying
as to have 10 decimal places, and then rejecting the
last four. So that we seek a method which retains only
the number of decimals required, which shall be correct
in expression, and which avoids all unnecessary work

'^i^^i^ti*^-
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t

A.

—

Multiplication.

I. Long method. H. Contracted method.
1.45612
2.34168

145
5824

43683
291224

11)64896
87 3672

612
48
6

3.40976170816

1.45612
861432

291224
43684
5824
146
87
12

3.40977

The iUustration is the multipUcation of 1.45612 by
2.34168, retaining 5 decimal places in the product.

Explanation.—In I we have drawn a vertical Vn cut-
ting off at the right aU the decimals beyond the fifth
in the result, and all the partial products from which
these are obtained. We notice the saving in writing
as none of these figures is written in II. We notice'
also that the result in II is correct to the nearest unit
in the last figure, while rejecting the final 5 figures in
the result of I requires that 6 be changed to 7.
Now as to the mode- of operation.
In II the unit's place (^) of the multipUer is written

beneath the fifth decimal of the multiplicand, because
we wish to retain 5 decimals in the product, and tiie
remaining figures of the multiplier are then written in
reversed order, that is 861432 for 234168.

In obtaining the partial products we multiply as usual
but the figure on the extreme right, in any partial
product, is got by multiplying the digit directiy over
the one by which we are multiplying, and adding what-
ever may be required.
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Thus, the partial product for 4 is 4X6-24; we ptit
down the 4, and carry the 2 forwards, etc.

iut 4X2 and 4X1 are rejected, or are employed
only to furnish a number to be carried forwards, if
there be any.

The partial product by 6 is 7, that is 6X5-30, from
which 3 is carried forwards, and 6X4+3-27, for which
we write 7 and carry the 2 forwards.
In multiplying by the 8 we have to go back two places

;

thus 8X5 gives 4 to carry; then 8X4+4-36, from
which we carry 4, as 36 is nearer 40 than 30; and finallv
8X1+4-12. ^

To ensure accuracy in the result care must be taken
tp get the figures on the extreme right of tue partial
products correct. AU the other steps are simple enough.

Ex. 2. To multiply 001 745 by 0478 and retain four
decimal places in the product.

001745
874*

'Unit place of multiplier

70.

12.

l^
•0083

partial product by 4,
partial product by 7,
partial product by 8,

complete product.

Ex. 3. Multiply 153718 by 043614 and retain 5
decimals in the product.

153718
41634*

614872
46115.
9223 .

.

154..
62. .

670426.

.

.partial product by 4,
partial product by 3,
partial product by 6,
partial product by 1,

partial product by 4,

.complete product.

iiiii
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B.—Division.

I- U>ng method.

3-84125)134924(35125
115237

19686
19206

480
384

n. Contracted method.
Oividead DivlMr

50
25

250
125

1035125
Otiotieiit

961 1250

76 I 8250^

M30000
19 120625

b»^nc! f^'^'~" '^ '"^'°' "<» 'he dividend

8.^ "IX?"?"*
«'™'' "^ "•«""»' Of decimals i, the

inr.d"o;Xa'°ciKnh":i"d"".'""'"™*- """

the last fig„„ of tiS dfw^ ^t'«^^"^^°«"now 3. Ca««, the ...TLt^f^,,^f^

cani»n«^ i« fi,

"ecessary. The number of figurescancelled ,s the number oi decimals in the quotient
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Ex. 2. Divide 01 7462 by 3-22.

17462 ^mm_
16100 005423
1362
1288

74

64

10

10

Ex. 3. Divide 1 by 001427 to 5 decimals in the
quotient.

1000000 \QJim
9989

1 7007768
1100
999

101

100

1

J
In this example, which is rather an unfavorable one,
we add a cipher to the divisor so as to have 5 figures
for cancellation; so that we work with 6 decimal places,
and have only 5 in the quotient.

EXERCISE n.

1. Find to 6 decimals the circumference of a circle
whose diameter is 1 mile.

2. Find to 5 decimals the diameter of a circle whose
circumference is 25 feei.

3. Multiply 1-.4H2U6 by 07071068. retaining 5 deci-
mals m the product; 7 decimals m the product.
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* 6 A meter is 3937 inches. Find the iiumh..r «/
inetesrs m 8-4712 feet <v«*^«* » ,^ .

number of

^ 7 TV .^ ' ^^^^ *° ^ decimals.

1!. A water wheel hu a diameter of 12 t^t .-j ••
«r.i.mfe«„ce moves at the n.te of" 34 tLltr t^^'How many revolutions will it make ilTl^r^'how teng wiil i, ,ke to mal^TSSS '^.l^l

^
-.nxtzrsXt'ifo^ei-itir''- «-

byV^tTtirof^ajfrr^h^r "
^---'^

iXr^' »ot at inL-ly'atrarrCZrS

ove^tfr^raTTarro'^'^^.tx-t^a convention and mostly . matter rc^n«n^„L "
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J^*5£fcJjetWfia.tW9. given lines may be defined^i.ni?unt of rotation which i. nece«iry to'^one Une into the direction of the other
For prwtioU purposes this amount of rotation must

l« 1
°

*
^''' ^"'* " • ^°«^*> «"»' be expressed

^ an^l r^°'''"«'*'"»'«""^°'*«~«»"e.
^ B^g^

"^''•^ '" **™» *>^ '^^ »«^

a„l^*?*^ " ^"'^ ^^•-rht simplest unit ofwgle ,s the cmnimangle. or the amount of rotation

But this umt IS too large for convenient use, and it isaccordingly divided as follows:

1 i.^T^^«rl "^''* "^gles-aeo degrees. Hence
1 nght angle -90 degrees.
Then 10.60' and I'-eO* where « ' ' denote dejtr^smmutes and seconds.

aegrees,

The degree is then taken as the practical unit rngle

vMedTrT'' '"' "^"^"""« "^"^^^ -^ -"a"y di-vided into degrees and parts of the degree.

oJtJT"'''"'
""^ '^' *"«*"' ^°^ ** *»>« sexagesimalor degree measure, is very ancient. It is also quite«>nven.nt as it allows us to express ,, ,, J.^7

^|;naVin^.Httmt^^^^^ ^^- ^^ -^

The degree measure is the basis upon which reststhe majority of trigonometric tables.

6. The Radian as Unit Angle.-It is shown ingeometry that in the same cl^e the lengths oTai^S
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lii

are proportional to. or vary as, the angles which they
subtend at the centre. Hence if s be the length of an
arc and d be the angle which it subtends at tlie centre
we may write

'

where m is a constant but arbitrary multiplier.
The particular relation of j to tf will evidenUy depend

upon what value we give to m. If we put m -r. we have
/-'^

(1)
Then <?=-, and -the angle d is said to be expressed

in radian measure.
And thus—The radian measure of an angle is the

ratio of the length of the subtended arc to the radius of
the Circle. '

Ex. If the length of the arc be 3142 and the radius

be 2, the measure of the angle is^, or 1.571 radians.

The relation s^rd tells us that the length of an arc ofa Circle w got by muUipiying the radius by the radian
measure of the angle wfiich the arc subtends at the centre.

Ex. .f the radius of a circle be 3425 and the radian
measure of the angle subtended by a given arc be 15708
the length of the arc is 3-425 XI -5708 = 5-37999 or 5-38
neariy.

If ^=r, then <?-l; so that 1 radian, or the unit ofradian measure is the angle subtended at the centre by an
arc equal in length to the radius.

7. Connection Between the Degree and the lUdiM.-
We have d =i. But if ^ is a semi-circumference of
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the Circle we know that s^nr, where 7t stands for
31415926. ., and putting nr for s gives—

r
=«;

and 7t IS the radian measure of a straight angle or two
nght angles. But 180 is the degree measure of a
straight angle. Whence, denoting radians bv *

and

180«

l*'=j^ = 0^.017453.
(2)

r=il0^57o.29578
(3)

The first of these multipliers~ or 0017453 changes

degrees into radians; and the second multipher —
or 57-29578 changes radians to degrees.

^

Ex. 1. 48° = 48X0017453=0*.8377 and 1*213 = 1-213
X 57-29578 = 69°-5.

These multipliers are very useful and should be com-
mitted to memory. They are reciprocals of one another.

Ex. 2. Ut the angle AOB be 5°.264. Its radian
measure is 5-264X 01745 =0-.09186. Also if the radiusOA be 4 and the arc ^C be 321, the radian measure

n liit mBm asmas^^Sifii^i^^^ l̂jKki.,vii:j*^^-V;». •:
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of the angk AOC is 3-21/4. or 0-8025. And AOC i-deg«e, i, 0-.8025X57.29578.45-.97986, or^.a^^"
«. S the«^ MB, Fig. 1. i. «ry ,„^, j, j,^^that the peTKndicutar from B to OA ammtm^tn«ch from the are B4, „ that for prectfeTLpS*.

rri^'e™: "!irr*"""' '" «» »« ^^^^^y
^Z .T "' '°*' "" ""S"* of 1° on a circle of

2^745 fl^,r" ••«•'.'« "<» "« Perpendicular i,

!„ ^.^ "^^^ ."'.*"> » "rindow is known to be 24

Find S; H ,
" " f""" '" ™'"™'' " «°8le <>' '6'Fmd the distance of the window.

We may take 24 for ., and ^X0.0I745 is the ™dian
measure of the angle.

.'. s^rd becomes 24-rl^x0.01745.
^

^..60
• ''-24X— X57.29578-5156.62 in.

=4297 ft. nearly.

EXERCISE in.

1. Egress 36° 14' 20* in radians.
2. Express 54'.35 in radians.

seldf''"
'*'' ^'^*"' ^" ^^^«' --"tes and

• 4. With 1 mile radius find the arc which subtends P.

m

K-i-'
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* 5. With 3960 miles as radius, find the arc subtend-
ing 1*.

^6. The earth's radius being 3960 miles, find the sec-
onds in the angle subtended by 1 ft. on the earth's
surface. By 10133 feet on the earth's surface.

* 7. A house at the distance of 1 mile subtends an
angle horizontally of 35' 44". Find the horizontal
dimensions of the house.

8. A tree is known to be 76 ft. high. Find the angle
in degrees which it subtends at a distance of 1 mile.

9. A cent is 1 in. in diameter. How far from the
eye must the cent be placed to appear as large as the
moon, i.e., 32' angular diameter?

* 10. How far from camp must a man 6 ft. tall go that
he may subtend an angle of SO'}

\ 11. A man 5 ft. 8 in. tall standing on the opposite
bank of a river subtends an angle of 18'. Find the
bread ch of the river.

• 12. A and B are two places on the same meridian.
A's latitude is 32° 14' 12* n., and B's is 27° 15' 40* n.
Find the distance from ^ to 5 if the earth's radius oe
3960 m.

13. If two places on the same meridian be 77 miles
apart, and the diflFerence in their latitudes be 1° 6' 49*,
find the earth's radius.

14. The earth's distance from the sun is 93000000
miles, and it makes its annual circuit in 3652563 dys.
Find the earth's velocity per second in its orbit.

¥
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Triooncmbtric Functions or Ratios.

9. Assume any triangle, 0PM, right angled at MDenote OAf by x, MP by ;., and OP by^ 4e„ OP
through P and meeting OM pnKluced in A Sf

Fig. 2

^e angle POA/ by e. Then tf may be considered asbemg gene«ted by the radius n>tatmg from OaTopA downward rotation of OA as toV' generals a

^^oZTt^ttr-''" - -g/ituHen'

Sid" t°g^'tU\~r""'
"""" """ "' "''" "> ~"-

Denote the arc AP by j.

From (1), e-^1 and ^=i. l^O

SLt" u! ia'm^f
'*"*'"' ""-^'^ "^ ^ve us six

y X y X r r
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These six ratios form the six trigonometric functions
of e, often but improperly called the trigonometric
ratios of d. The ratios are of the sides of the triangle
taken every way in pairs, but they are not ratios into
which enters, and are not therefore ratios of 6.

But as each ratio is expressible by an infinite series
of ascending powers of 0, they are property functions
of d', and to distinguish them from other functions they
are called trigonometric.

These ratios have distinctive names as follows:

- is the sine of d, contracted to sin d,

X
- is the cosine of 6, contracted to cos 6,

y- is the tangent of d, contracted to tan 0,

X
- is the cotangent of 0, contracted to cot d,

r
- is the cosecant of e, contracted to cosec d,

f
- is the secant of 0, coitracted to sec 0.

This assumed triangle, with its notation and the
particular names of the ratios, should be r istered and
remembered. The following statements i help:

With r as denominator the ratio is sine or ^osine; sine,

when the other side is opposite the angle, and
cosine when adjacent to the angle.

With r as numerator the ratio is secant or cosecant;
cosecant when the other side is opposite the angle,
and secant when adjacent to the angle.

Without r the ratio is tangent or cotangent.

^itfift
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Themtio^ is spoken of and Ubulated as the
vemed-sine of (?. contracted to vers tf.

.-. vera 0^MA^O^-OM .

OA ~~dA
—"'-cos »'

Similarly, i -sin is the coven d.

Also, in some engineering operations the ratio £1 is
called the exsecant of 6 which ma^ u^

^^
exsc e.

"**y *»* contracted

.-. exsc e^^^£2jz2l OP OA
OA OA 'OM~OA'^^^-^-

Similarly coexsc tf-cosec d-i.

10. Derivation and Meaning of r«_#. u

Now cos tf.£.,i„ OPM-^ of e„„pfe„„^ „, ,
.«dttis is contacted to complement-ste, «, „d B^Uy

Stailariy, cot »- tangent of compIeoMnt of #and cosec *>secant of compfement ofV
denote a right angle, the

measure,

1. As 90

fi"t mdeg«e me.s«„ .„d the other to «dianwe have

sin ^=cos (90°-^)«cos (--r).

cot d=tan (90» -.<?») = tan (--r).
etc.. etc., etc.

.(5)

(6)

Kf
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Ex. 2. In the triangle ABC, let the angles be de-
noted by A, B, C, respectively, and the opposite sides
by a, b, c.

^^** BC *® ^^ equivalent of j and is sin C,

whence fiZ?-=/>=o sin C.
Similarly BD=p^c sin A.

whence a sin C= c sin A;
a c b ^
A ~slST"^rB ^y symmetry.

or
sm

sin A sin 5 sin C ^^^

This relation between the sides of a triangle and the
smes of the opposite angles is the sine formula, and ismuch employed.

A CD x
*^**°

CB' equivalent to -, is cos C.

.•. CD= a cos C.
Similarly, AD =c cos A.

ind by addition,

6=>o cos C+c cos i4 (g)
. . BD VA«*"J

CD' e*l"»valent to ^. is tan C.

Or /> = a, tan C.

and a,=/> cot C.

•iMMMthiSfid'-iatiimt-i
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wiO, the ratios and their nam^ as to be aWe, in anynght-angkd triangle, to write them down at ririit-and he should remember that the letters A, B, C,^ c

^pable of bemg replaced by any letter which may forthe time be convenient.

int^u^
^''^^^ °^ '*~*'"" *^* foUowing exertise is

EXBRCISBIV.

1. The triangle AB s rij^t-angled at B, and Z.B^C
-^, and AB^a. I is i on ^C, Z?E is J. on BC,EF 18 parallel to CA id FG is parallel to BD.

Fio. 4

Express the following line-segments about the figurem terms of a and the functions of ^:

(i) BC. It is readily seen that BC'^a tan d
(ii) AC. (iii) BZ7 (i^) ^^

]3s£»
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-a sin' $.*

(vi) EF. (yii) FB. "
(viii) FG.

*(ix) AF. -(X) AG. ^(xi) EC.

2l t ***"* ^® '*** ^°°* *"' °°* *"** ^«W up by an
upright prop so as to make an angle of 30* with the
homontal. (i) What is the length of the prop? (ii)How far is it from the foot of the beam to the foot of
the prop? (iii) What is the shortest distance from the
beam to the foot of the prop?

; 3. By drawing a square and its diagonal prove that,

j) tan 450-1, cot 450-1. (ii) sin 450-~=-co8 45".

(iii) secant 450-\/2-cosec 450.
^

* 4. By drawing a perpendicular from a vertex of an
equilateral triangle to the opposite side, prove that—

1 .... y/J I
(iii) tan 30" --7=.

(i) sin 30O--.
(ii) cos 30°=

* 2

(iv) sin 600--^. (v)cos60O-i. (vi) tan 60O-x/3:
V3

' 2
(vii) sec 60° =2.

11. Tables giving the values of the trigonometric
functions for every degree and minute from 0° to 90°
or through a right angle, are called trigonometric tables!
and m i^rticular tables of the natural functions, to
distinguish them from the logarithms of those quantities
whidi are tabulated under the name of logarithmic
functions or log-functions.

siJlSL'Jr^
properly be written («n 0)\ but usage haswnctioned the form here given.
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hJ^T^!^ "^"^"^ "t given to • «ruin n««.

M^L 7 ?^' T*"y °*** Jew thM 4 and not gieater

7^^ trtl.^
""" ''" ^''^' ^^«' ^p^-«>

dil!«^' *? the functions are genendly accompwrfed byduection. for their use, and these duections. onT^Iof vanations in the construcUon of the tabks. a^r
S:;:^.^!'*''^^''"- ««*thewriUrw<sri
tender this advia: Become expert at working with 4

^Llt^ <»ecimaJs and employ natuml faction,

m^ / ^ Jofntttmic ones. Natuml functions aremore ouect and simple in their application, and offerless dionces for errors in work. Besides, ti a p^
L^^ "Vr°'^« with decimals. operati;ms axe^^

of'^t*^"^****" ^^'^ *^' Function..-The functionsof an angle are so related that when one of them is

S2\ u °f^"T
™*^ ^ ^°""^- ^"« only one func-tion ,s absolutdy necessary; but to have the othmgiven also is a matter of great convenience.

Going to our reference triangle.

(1). {^'-
(f

)'- y*+x^ r»

sin* ^-f-cos» ^-1,
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.-. sec» tf-tan» tf-i, ^d I+t«n> tf-sec* $.

.•.coiec» tf-cot» tf-1.

(4). ^.*-r£-i.2i.,

.-. taiT e. cot ^-sec tf. cos ^-cosec tf.smtf-

(5). J.^^i ... tan e^^X r r cos tf

21

1.

(6). sin d>
tan g

sec ^'

Collecting these results we may convcnienUy ammge
them under four heads as follows:

.
(sin* tf+cos» d^l ]

i. stj» ^-tan' e^l I.... fQ.
coscc» ^-cot> tf-lj ^^^

ftan ^. cot ^» 1, or cot ^= 1/tan tf

1.. cos 6. sec ^=1, or sec ^= 1/cos d
sm d. cosec ^= 1, or cosec tf= l/sin ^

... /tan tf =sin d/cos d\
'"Isin ^=tan ^/sec ^ /

[vers ^=1 -cos tf. .-. cos ^+vers tf=l
IV. exsc <?=sec ^-1. . /. sec (?-exsc <?=l >

[coexsc (?= l/sin tf- 1. .-. sin 6 (1 +coexsc (?)=!.
The preceding relations are in constant use in the prac-
tice of trigonometry and should be thoroughly mastered.

Er.. i. Given tan ^ = i to find sin d and cos d.

(10)

(11)

(12)

From (iii), sin d= tan 9 b

cos 6

sec 5~

1

sec

-/Vl+tan'^:
a

1 a

Vl+tan'^^-s/a'+fc*

iiifii"iiiiir^-'-
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'Ir-v^^

li i

Or w fonowi: In the triw,^ of Fig. 6 tf o be thebi-e and A the altitude, the hypothenuL i. V(?T^
The«t«...*and.in..^.„dco.(^-;^.

^Bx. 2. If tan .4 .In ,.^^._4.,. ^ ,.

Ex. 3. If sin 0^^, tan tf--/|/^i~ ?•'_ __?L__
The foUowing tabk gives thi leading flfncti^^X'

cosme, tangent, and secant, each in teiL of troihT^':.

sin

sm=-x

cos

tan

sec

Vl-x»

Vl -ic'

1

cosax tan»x sec»x

XVl-x* n/^-i
Vl+x» *

X 1

2

VV-V
« Vx*-l

I

>/!+*» X
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BXBRCI8E V.

1. If Un tf- J, find tin tf, cos 9, sec 9.

2. If sin tf-f, find Un 0, cos d, sec d.

3. Find tan d when sin B^O, -l, - -i.

4. Find sec when sin tf-0, -r^,- 1.

5. Express (Un f+cot ^) cos f in terms of sin ^.
6. If sec 0-2, find sin d and tan (

7. If tan tf-cot 0-1, find tan 0.

^*" ^ 'tan~0"^- •• '*"' ^-'*" ^-1-0,
and solving this as a quadratic in tan 0, we get tan
-(l±V5)/2.

8. If sin tf+cos 0-1, find cos 0.

13. The accompanying diagram may be useful as
giving a graphic representation of the several functions.
OA is perpendicular to OB, so that

AOB is9, right angle, and the arc APE
is a quadrant of a circle. •_

If we take the radius OA or OP as our
unit length, we may avoid writing it as
a denominator.

Then PM represents sin 0, and OM
represents cos 0. Also, AT, being a 1^

tangent line at ^4, represents tan 0,

*

and BT' represents cot 0. OT represents
sec 0, and OT' cosec 0. i^inaUy, AM represents
vers and PT represents exsec 0. The angle is

represented by arc AP. UP moves towards B,

IffTiJglttiillfliflf
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increases, and PM A T a«^ /rr i< •

BT- and OT' i^^ °^ "" '"°'«*' ""O. OM.

fir'-o and OT'-i. l^~^- 7:*' "^-0.

,
«a yu =u, cot 90''-0, cosec 90°- 1.

EXERCISE VI.

^.h the edge IftJZ^ ""^ ""* "« «« "ake,

tie line mi*e, wiru!;'^^^""' "^ "'«''» ""*

^

\"'

/
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^ 6 A hill has an incline of 36° 12'. In going 120 ft

t"he"l?°"
'*' ^^' '"^ ^° ^''^ °" '^« ^^^*»' (*) o«

pL^d thri'*
f^^^^t

»?i«h; Hr.d. upright on level ground.

8 A vertical post 3 ft. high casts a shadow 5 ft. 8im. long on level ground. Find the sun's elevation.

9. The le^ of a pair of compasses are each 6 in.
long. How far apart must the points be that the linesirom jomt to points may make an angle of 40«?

^i°;/° ^^J
'"**'«^^^ ^^^ t^e angle ^-640 18', 5=

44 13 and the altitude to side AB is 24. Find theremammg parts of the triangle.

.ul'^^'r"^
•}'''' ''^^' °^ * *"^«*« ^ and 37, and

altitude to side 44, 32, to find the angles of the triingle.

12. In the triangle ABC, A=58° 42', B= 36° 20' '

and side c=20. Find the other parts.

.i^T?"-!"^^- P"t^^ = ^.CD=>,. Then;.=X tan A = (c~x) tan B. Whence x is found, etc.).

fho^;i,S''^"i
two sides of a triangle and the altitude to

the third side to find the remaining parts.

Complement and Supplement-Negative Angle.

14. Divide the circle into 4 quadmnts by the two
perpendicular diameters AC and BD. Then OP start-mg from OA and rotating in the positive direction
descnbes first the quadrant or right angle AOB, then
the quadrant 5C?C, then COD. and lastly DOA, thus
completing the drcumangle. •

mim ^k.X:^,m^^^J^ML
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B

oJj" Z^^^^^l
trigonometry these are called the 1st

as gWt^'
^"' '^' ^"^^'^"*^' - ^»>^ order of 'i^atl:!'

.«-^'"k?^
""' '° *^^ ^'^ ^l^^d^-ant the angle AOP issaid to be ,n the first quadrant, and the angle is t^en

>0«> and less than
f
or 90°. Similarly the angle AOP'

is in the 2nd quadrant and is >| or 90° and <„ or

Tn'/^^ '^t
*"^^' ^^^- ^^^"bed by the rotationof OA through OB. OC and OD to OP.fis saidT^

in the 4th quadrant, and is >^ or 270O and <2n or
360°. 2

Jta the triangle, however, no angle is so great as two

r^t^r'th^ L'^' h"
'"^^" °' ^^^ *"-^"^ ^ti^ntne nrst or the second quadrant.

be l^Ld°±'
""^ '^' '^"* ^'^^ ^^^ <J"«Jmnts maybe looked upon as negative angles formed by the mta

&;,i-f»-M«:
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Oon Of OA downwards to 0P„ and so on to OD, and
finally through 180*' to OC.
The whole four quadrants will thus be covered by

ponsidering two quadrants to contain positive angles
from Qo

to 180», and two quadrants to contain negative
angles, from 0" to - 180*.

15. sin AOP ^^ XT '

'op' ^°^ ^^' *® *^« radius of the

circle, is always positive, while MP is positive in both
positive quadrants, and negative in both negative
quadrants.

*

Hence the sine of an angle is positive in the positive
quadrants, and negative in the negative quadrants. Or
the stne of an angle has the same algebraic sign as tke
angle has.

Again, cos AOP=^, while cos AOP'^^Ml.UP Qp But

from geometry, if OM ^sitive, OM' is negative asbemg measured in the ^ te direction.
Hence the cosine of au angle is positive in the first

quadrant and negative in the second; and it is readily
seen that this is equally true when the quadrants are
negative.

Therefore, for both positive and negative angles, cosines
are + %n the first quadrant and - in the second

If we number the quadrants from one to four these
statements will appear as follows: The sine of an angle
ts posxtwe in the first and second quadrants and nea-
attve in the th. I and fourth, and the cosine of an angle
ts positive in the first and fourth quadrants and negative
%n the second and third.
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«M (- 72°) IS +, .in 1560 „ +, sjn r_iS6<>l i.
cos ise- is -, cos (-1J6») is -

*
' " -•

And sin (-#)__ jHn »; cos #^cos (-#).

r«. amiptenait-The complement of an ande i,

Sm ^*t??.'r"''.'° *^ «*™» a»«le «atfJ
""I^o^h^r ' "* '"* '"«* '' "' complement

-^•-.•3^X''°°'*°^
"""'• '"'- -''' """P-

Ex. 2. Comp. |»°» 90°- #», or comp. r -5 _ #-.

:!op-"sC and ~7;fr""'^ ""«•'' -<' --ni/f -COS /^Cf^, and cos -4OP= sin P05.

Herice if AOP= a, POB'==-~a
2

and a and^-a are complementary angles.

•'• sin [j-aj=cosal

cos [|-«J=sin aj

Change the sign of a, then-

sin
(f+ a].coS(-a)=coSa

«>s[|+ aj=sin(-a)=,__si„„

Ex. 1. sin 72^-cos 18° sin 124<':=cos 34°
cos 1300= -sin 40O

cos (-50°)=sin 40o

(12)

(13)
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Ex. 2. cosff -(?] =cos(-^-(?] -cosg+(?] - -sin(?.

cos(|^+^) =cos(-|+<?] =cos(^-<?] =sm (?.

17. Supplement.—Two angles are supplements of
one another when their sum is two right angles
Thus AOP and POC are supplementary angles.

If the L.P'OC^^POA, then l_AOP'\s the supple-
ment of l_AOP. But AOP' and AOP have the same
sine, since MP«A/'P'.

.

/
Therefore the sine of an angle is the same as the sine

of its supplement.

Again OM'=-C>Af, so that—
The cosine of an angle and the cosine of its supplement

are equal in magnitude but opposite in sign.

Ex. 1. d and (rc— d) are supplementary.
.-. sin (7r-tf)=sin d] and cos {n-O) =.-cos 6.

Ex. 2. sin 142°= sin 38°; and cos 142°= -cos 38°.
Tables of trigonometric functions are given for angles
lying between 0° and 90° only, and to find the function
for any other angle it must be in some way reduced so
as to lie between these limits.

EXERCISE Vn.

1. Given that 0-6648 is the cosine of 48° 20', find the
two angles, less than 180°, of which it is the sine.

2. Given that 04731 is sin 28° 14', find two angles of
which it is the cosine.

3. Show two ways of taking from the tables (a) sin
145° 20', (b) cos 157° 10'.

4. Show how to find from the table, (a) sin 128° (b)
cos 165°, tan 105°. ^ ^

I
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5 Prove that the tangent of an angle and the tan«entof ^ts«.pp,e„^t «e equal in magnitude andoS
*^/f^T**^

'*"" ^^« '^ "^^^^ *°d «mits of the

1'

V

funct.

, sine

cos

tan
sec

1
cot

I;-' cosec

Q. 1. Q.II. Q. III.

let Pos. Q. 2nd Pos. Q.hnd Neg. Q.

Q. IV.

1st Neg. Q.

Aunk 'le^S^H
"' ^^<^«o°»-Taking any convenient

A^^A f^'
^'^'' * ""^ ^^' 3^4 "«its in length and

•.180 AB represents the length of the arc of 1semicircle with 1 unit as radius, and ^-10 !4 20 elrepresent the angles IQo, 20«' etc
'

'

A 1020 a040$0€070 8080* 120 Q 160
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At 10, 20, 30, etc., erect perpendiculars representinc
in length sin 10«, sin 20«, sin 30o,

etc., with unit radius!
that is the numbers 01 7, 034, 050, etc., aud through
the upper end-points of these perpendiculars draw the
curve APB. This curve is the graph of the sine, and
IS called the sinusoid. The ri^» and faU of the curve
pictures the variatica in the \alue of the sine as the
angle increases from 0° to 180°. From ISO" to 360°
the curve is similar in form but lies below the base line.
Graphs of the other functions are constructed in Uke

manner.

Some difficult transcendental equations may be ap-
proximately solved by means of graphs.

Ex. Given x~3 sin x, to find x. Here x is the radian
measure of an angle, and we are asked to find the radian
value of that angle which is three times its own sine.

Since j=»sin x, we may write

—

X
and y= =sin X.

But in the equation y=sin x, y is ordinate to any point

in the graph of the sine. And to get ^=ix we draw
through A a line making with AB an angle whose tan-

gent is
J,

as AE. This cuts the sine graph in P, and at

this point the y of the sine graph and the y of the Une

are the same
;

or, |= sin x And by drawing the ordin-

ate PQ ± to AB we find AQ=^x to be about 130".

By graphing a small part around PQ upon a larger
sc.-.le, a doscr approximation may be obtained.
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BZERCI8B Vm.

4- Solve the equation x-sin x+cos x
To draw the graph of

sin tf+cos ff, take the
HneO-90- 1-57 and the
lines C?C, B5=I each.
Draw J the sine-curve or
«raph of the sine, and
c the graph of the cosine.
Then drawing any or-
dinate as 20, s, c, pro-
duce it beyond c until
erf is equal to 20^;d is a

Se ai Lk '" "''*'"'" ^^ **^^ ^^^' «' the lengthTith^ arc Itself, we must find a point in the graph Cdl

otdtaate PC give, OQ in degrees
^*'' **

5 PJW is X to the diameter MB of a drele P beta,

(o) The are AP is twice PA/

Ln^^'' " """" '" ''^+''^' ""«« O « the

O 10 ao 30 10 50*0 7080 90
Fio. 9A
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6. A race-track 1 mile in length starts from a given
pomt and consists of two tangents from tjiat point to
a circle and the greater arc of the circle. Find the
radius of the circle when the greater arc is equal to
the tangent.

19. The Triangle.—The trigonometric solution of
triangles consists in finding the remaining parts of a
triangle when three parts, sufficient for the determina-
tion of a triangle, are given, and it is shown in geometry
that a triangle is completely given when any three of
its six parts are given, except the three angles, and two
sides and the angle opposite the shorter side. In this
latter case two triangles in general satisfy the condi-
tions and the solution is said to be ambiguous.
The six parts of a triangle are the three angles, and

the three opposite sides. These are usually denoted
by i4, B, C and a, 6, c respectively, a being the side
opposite /_A, etc. But the student should accustom
himself to employ any letters that may be convenient.
With the employment of natural functions the gen-

eral sohition of triangles is effected mostly by the ap-
plication of two direct formulae, which we proceed to
develop.

20. The Sine Formula.—This has already been
developed in article 10 (7). But Uie following method
gives a more general result:'

ABC is a. triangle in its circumcircle. a, 6, c are the
sides and d is the circumdiameter.

Then ^D=Z.A, as they stand on the same:arc BC^
But BCD is a -rig^t angle, being in a semictyde. . .. ^

i

-

'

» ' - - - -. .--.-^v., i:., i^~;. , .Ave -;.;

Jk MMi^iM^t^mr-
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Pio. 10

a-d sin i4; or d*
sin A

and as this must be true for each side and angk,
_** _ * cd-

"sin A "sin ^"^l^rc (H)

w"!,'/
*!'"*''

r*'**^^
'*' '^ ""'^ proportional to thestnes of the angles opposite.

^Z^*iT^ »Jf state the following theorem which issometimes useful:

opposite stde to the circumdiameter of the triangle.

^T'a
^' ^° * '"*°^*^ """^O, 6 = 45. and B=36% to

••
^^*^^"iiH-B' •• ^ ^=?sin^-|y sin 36*.

and sm 36° -058779. .'. sin yl =026124
And i4=either 15» 9' or 164« 51'. Art. 17.

.«SlV* "i!*^*""^
^ geometry that in a^y triangle thegreater Mgfeis opposite the greater side. AndM6>«

so B>A. And as £-36°, A must be 15° 9'
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Ex. 2. Given a-14.i4, 6-20, >l-30*>, to find B.
Here sin B-- sin A

r And B-45«» or 135«.

20

1414 X
0-5 -07072.

;-^-..

Fio. 11

And as a <b, so A < B, and both values of B are
admissible. That is the solution is ambiguous, giving
two different triangles, one with B^45'> and the other
with 5-135°.

The figure shows the nature of the ambiguity, as both
of the triangles ABC and AB'C have the given parts
We notice then that there is an ambiguity whenever

we seek to determine an angle from its sine alone, as
there are two angles both less than 180° having fhe
same sine, and both possible as an angle of a triangle,
and unless we have some other means of knowing which
of these two angles is to be taken, the solution is am-
biguous.

EXERCISE IX.

Xl. In a triangle o= 20, 6=26, A =35° 22' to find B.
^2. In a triangle a= 35. 6=48. A =62° 40' to find B.

A 3. In a triangle A =51° 20', B=16° 35', c= 17-45 to
find a, 6, and C.
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o.^r'^'!^"'
'-**' '-«*' *-«• «>' '«• fi-O "»

of 20» from the vertical. Find the kngth of it, "hrfowoj. feveU,„„„d when the «.n i, ^uth^'.t a;':kv:?i^:

the»^'tr.tt,^°::'r ^T^r-
"" "- •»-' "-' '"

.Jr^ 'do*"'
"«'"-»n8"«l at B has a-4, c-io andthe line BD meets Ar i» n „^a i .

'

= 750. p^, t^e lel^^of IS^
"^'^^ ^'^ *"«^^ ^^^

^i mist Id LT'' "' '=
^'- ^' "^«' -°«^e -ith

mfyT loT
""' "'^""^ ^C in Z^. so that 5Z7

diametlrV^ffi 2? ^f^"^^^^"^ »3, 14, 15, its circum-

Z^^t IV f"^""^
'^^' '^^ '' «>"^^t by show-ing that the sum of its three angles is 180°.

D^hnl^H 1' * qnadrilateral right-angled at B andUy Show that sm A=sin C=BZ?/ylC.

thit/ "'u'
'' ^ '**^ ^^titndes of a triangle and a 6 cthe sides, show that sin A. sin 5. sin C=L^/X
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21. The CoHne Forrotito.- This formula may be
developed te aeveial different wayt, but the following
it one of the simplest:

In the triangle ABC, BD is the altitude from B.
Then i4Z?-c cos/!,
and BD^csmA.

B

ButBC»-BD»+C£)»
=-(c sin Ay-\-{b-c cos A)*
=c»(sin» A +cos» A) +b'-2bc cos A,

Or, a*=b'+c*-2bc cos A, since sinM+cosM-1.
From this we may write two formulas in sets of

throe each. These are practically all the same, being
variations obtained from symmetry, and any one of
them may be quoted as the cosine formula.

fa»= 6» + c»-26ccos/4 .. ({)]
{6» = c»+ a'-:ca cos S...' (ii)

* = a'+b^-2ab cos C .".(iii)

b^+c'-a'
(i)

(a)
(15)

cos A =

(b) {cosJ5 =

cos C—

2bc

2ca

2ab

. (ii)

(iii)

(16)

HjJjIj^ --"^^^^^^^^
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Set (a) nakes known the WaxA side of • *^«.4> _u.

nwto known an angk when the thi« «ld«^ rfl^^
Notice that in (•) the akie that k^P^ oTtl^rt

in (6) the angle appearing on the left Is oi^ti ^t«de whose square is subtractive on the righ?^ t^Jt^e denominator contains those sides wfj^^^'
are additive in the numerator.

squares

From (15, m) c»-a»+6>-2a6 cos C
or c»= (20)»+(28)»-2X20X28 cos 44° 10'

= 1184- 1120X071732 »380.6
.'. c =* 19-51 nearly.

Ex.2. Given a»50. 6=42 r»=»n *« « j ..

angles.
'

'
'° ^"^ *h« ^ree

(1) For the angle opposite 50 we have-

cos ^-^if^' 42»+80»-50»
26c '"2X42X80~ '0^286.

.-. .4 =32° 33'

<2) For the angle opposite 80 we have-
cos C=

50»+42» -80»

2X50X42"'= -^'^0857.

i^'l^ate: iL'^^r ' "^^ ^ ^^ ^r.,^^r^, .„,

But the angle whose cosine is 050857 is 59° 26'
.-.C- 180° -59° 26'=120° 34' Then B^oa^ .,.as the sum of the angles is 180°

^^ ^^ '
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'I. If a-26, 6-28, c-30, find the an^ks.
'2. If «-24.3, 6-17-75, A -2r IS', find e,

'3. Given a-15.71. 6-1837, S-162' 38' to find c.

4. Given a-42-3, 6-561, C-37° 44' to find A, B, c.

5. Starting from A I measure off 320 tods to B. I
then change my direction through 42° 50' and go 480
rodt to C. How far is it from v4 to C in a straight
Ime? *

6. The road from A to B goes by way of C. From
i4 to C is 23 miles direct north, and from C to ^ is 42
miles 27° east of north. How much will the road be
shortened by going directly from A to B, and what will
be the direction?

7. Starting from A I wish to measure a 10 mk
straight line. At B, 4 miles from .4, I find a large
swamp. I turn to the right 50° and go 2.5 miles I
then turn to the lef^97° from my previous couree.How far must I go to strike my first line at C? And
what is the distance from C to fi.?

8. The sides of a parallelogram are a and 6 and the
angle between them is d. Show that the two diago-
nals are given by v'(a»+6'±2a6 cos 6).

9. In any triangle o -6 cos C+c cos B. Prove the
cosine formula by transposing 6 cos C and squaring.

10. It is tiiown in geometry that in the triangle ABC
BO^AB'+AO-lAB.AD where D is the loot of
the altittide from C. From this relaUon develop the
cosloe fonnuhi.

^

V*

<•<*}
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thU'ttHr^ofl It^'r''"^ «how„ in geometry

^uuigie navmg theysame base and alH'H,H« jthe area of the i^ct4gle is^LTLU'f^'^
the base and the altitud^ thafrthe^nt^r"""^^

"'

by one-half this product.
*^** " ^''^^

Hence from figure of Art. 21,
BI?-c sin ^, and the bise /IC is 6

•'• denoting the area by a we get—A -i 6c sin .4 . .

Wil* two symmetrical expressions.
^^^^

the'lliduraTgle.''^
^'^^ ^" '^""^ ^^ ^- sides and

sin^rro'L*^'''
^=^^'^-^7° »«'. a4x25X36sm 470 I8'=450X0.73491 =330.709 ^

Again sin» ^ = 1 -cos» A - 1 - l^llz^Y /,. ,x
I 26c J'

06.1)

f6»+c»-
,(6+c)»-^ a»-(6-c)»

46V — ^

'^^-|vk(^-a)(.-6)(.-c)|.
And from (17),

^"">/|-f (j-a) (f-6) (j_c^i
and as j is the half «,m «* /i. -^^ ^ W
in terms of the sMes " '^^' «^^^^ '^^ ^'^^

ar^^X^^'^grbTi^"langie, but those given are the most useful.
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Jx. 1. Given a-24. 6»36. C^SS^ 20'. to find the

A-j oft sin C-ix24X36Xsin 55° 20'

-432 X-82248 =355.31.

Ex. 2. Given a=l3, 6=14 c.is *« ^^^ ..

w»«. - -»t
' *^ *^' 'o find the area.Here s^2l, s-a^s, j-6= 7, j-c=6

••. A—N/I21X8X7X6J..84.
Ex. 3. Given a =20. b'^lS A=^no 4.^ ^ ^ ^,*"f V 10, A^so ^ to find the area.

By the sine fonnula, sin B-li sin 50*
3 20

-4X0.76604=0.57453. And 5=350 4'. and
the solution is not ambiguous.

Then A=j X20X15Xsin 940 56'=149.445.

23. The Circimiradiii8.-We have A -i 6c sin A,
1 1

"A 6c sin .4 *6c' a

Whence

L i (14).

2A
and /?=-£*£

4A.'
Other expressions for R are readHy obtained.

(18)

Now (18) A-V{s (s-a) (,-») (,_,„ _33j.
Whence /J.?*><?2>«0_,<,,

4X336 """•"•

,?^,
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r-' I

k-= <

BXBRCISB XL

1. Find the sines of the angles of the tiiangle whose
sides are 39, 42, 45.

^ 2. Find the area of the triangular field in which two
sides are 14 and 23 rods, and the induded ancle is
76» 17'.

• 3. Find the area of the triangk whose sides are 52.
56 and 60.

4. Two sides of a triangle are respectively 14 and 23
feet, and the area is 125 sq. ft. Find the an^ between
the sides. Point out any ambiguity and explain it.

5. If in Ex. 4 the area is given as 172 sq. ft., explain
the difficulty which arises.

6. What mgle is between two given sides of a triangle
when its area is a maximum?
' 7. A triangle is inscribed ip a ein^ of 20 ft. diameter,
and two sides are 8 ft. and 6 ft. Find the other parts
of the triangle.

8. The diameter of a circle is 125 ft. Find the side

,

of the equilateral triangle inscribed in it.

9. Find the drcumradius of the triangle whose sides
are 78, 91, and 100 ft. respectively.

10. The sides of a triangle are a, b, c. Find the
length of the median to side 6.

(Let Af be the foot of the 9»adian, and ^ be the an^
hUween the median and the base, b. i^ly the cosine
formula to the triangles BAM and BCM, and elimin-
ate f).

11. In Ex. 10, find any function <rf ^ in terms of the
i^des of the triangle.
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12. If ^ be the a^le of a parallelogram, and ^ be
the angle between the long diagonal and the base,

show that tan «»--^-^-^.
^ b+a cos d

13. If a, 6 be adjacent sides of a parallelogram, 6 be
the angle between them, and f be the angle between
the diagonals, prove that tan ^-2a6 sin 0/ (a'-6').

14. The area of a triangle is 2/P sin A sin B sin C*.

J 5. The area of a triangle is| v'J22o^*»-2'o*|.

16. The area of a triangle is a*, sin B sin C/2 sin A.

17. To find the distance from i4 to P a base line AB,
1000 yds. long, is meatuied in any convenient dinec-
Uon. The angle Bi4P-14° 18', and ABP-'IU' 38'.

Find AP.

18. A tower 50 feet high stands on a mound. From
a point on the level ground the angle of elevation of
the top of the tower is 75", and of the bottom 45°.

Find the height of the mound.

19. AB is a base line 1000 feet long. AC is per-
pendicular to AB and the angle ABC''85^ 10'. AB
is produced to I? so that the angle /ICI? -84° 30'.

Find the distance AD.

24. Orthogonal Projection.—/I£ is a line-segmeot
and L is any line. AA* and BB' are perpendicular
to L. Then A 'B' is the orthogonal projection of AB
on L, and B'i4 ' is that of BA on L.

Producing BA to meet L in 6, we see that X'B'-
AB cos AOA'. Hence the projection of a line-segment
IMoa any line is the Hne-tegnent miilf^iv^ by the
ooiine of the an|^ between it and Om given line.

>"i»—'^-*-^-^ '-
I

i^^'miilm''A&jiJiiis^j-
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the sides m contmuous order. The sum of the projec-bons m the same order is A'B'+B'C'+C'A'+A'D'

^o. "Tl^^eJoT-'""
^' ^"' ^"^ ^' ^' '^^ -- ^^

m .«m 0/ <A« ^oyec/tbn. of the sides of a closed poly9on taken tn conttnuous order is zero, the project^nsbemg made on any line whatever.
ejections

In the practical appUcation of this prolific principlecare must be exercised that the terms £ the proSnare taken with their proper signs.
Projection

Ex. OPQR is a concyclic quadri-
lateral having the angles at P and R
right angles, and the angle at (9=

a

Pr. OP+Vt. PQ+Pt. QR+ Pr. R0=
0, on any line. Projecting on OR, PrOP^a cos a. Pr. PQ^x sin a, Pr. QR
-0, and Pv.RO^-b. .^ a cos «+*
sm a~6 -0 finds x in terms of a, b and a.

Fio. 14

In many surveying operations, and especially wheitthe «irvey is confined to a very smaU ^rtion of^
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"STe

earth's surface, the operation is more or less car-
ried out through the method known as that of Lati-
tudes and Departures. ^

Let i4 be the starting point

and AN the meridian pass-

ing through it, and let AE
be drawn at right angles to

AN.
Then if AB be a line from

A to B, making the angle d
with the meridian AN, and
Bb and fi'6' be drawn perpen-
dicular to AN and AE'respec-

tively, Ab, which is the pro- X
jection oi AB on AN, is the

difference of latitudes r,; a
and B, and Ab\ the projection of AB on AE, is called
the departure of B from A or from AN. Therefore,
denoting the difference of latitude by L and departure
by J, we have

L=AB cos d, J =AB sin 6.

If L and J be given we have also

—

AB = y/\U+ j^, tan <?=^.
Now, let BC be a line from B to C, making the angle

6' with the meridian. Then for C, in relation to A
we have, if L', J' denote the new latitude and de-
parture

—

L'^AB cos d+BC cos d',

^'=ABsind+BCsm0',
And finaUy for any number of points B, C, D, etc.,
if we denote in general the distance from one point
ib the next by d,
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^-rf «• tf+ rf' CM tf'+ rfr ^^ ^
Or genenOly and concisely,

"^ •^ •
- .

.

^-2'rfcot*; A^i-rfthK? .,.^
Theace, denoting the distance from A to the last

'^2

I?-x/{L>+^j;tan^-^.

4 miles in diiection 5V JT '
"** ^^ ^

Here rf-5, rf -8, ^.^.4, ^^300 ^,,,
• .

i- dsm (?-5 sin ao'+S sin 120o+4
sin 225-

'

-5 sin 30«»+8 sin 60<»-4 sin 45<»
= 6-5996, -^,

which is the departure.
And i" d cos

(?= 5 cos 30O-8
cos 60«-4 cos 45-

= - 2-4984, =L,
which is the diflFerence of latitudes.
Then D = V|(-2.4984)«+ (6.5996)»} =7.0567

^ -24984 2-6416

and ^ = 1 io« 44' or 20® 44' 5. of £.

BXERCISB XI. A.

uol' n°Ve "piidl"." '? ?• ';'* """• » ' d^-

ae. are 425 lods m , direction JV. 45* w.. Uw,
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308 fodi li dinction N. 7S^ E. Find the length and
direction of the thiid side.

3. Startinf from a comer, ^4, of a four-sided field,
thfee sides are 60 rods N. 30" E., 72 rods N W E
then 80 rods 5. 45° E, Find (a) the position of the'
fourth comer; (6) the lengths and directions of the
diagonals; (c) the area.

4. Starting on a line running N. 25° E, we come to
a wooded hiU diflScult to cross. To get around it we
go 15 miles N. 36° W., and then Uke a course N. 60° E.
How far must we go to get on our first line?

25. Applications of Trigonometry to Forces, Etc.—
In its appHcations to statics and dynamics Trigo-
nometry plays an important part. And we here pro-
pose to give a number of elementary applications,
partly as exercises in Trigonometric work, and p'.rtly
so that when the student meets with them in other
places they may not be altogether strange to him.

It is necessary for this purpose to assume certain
fundamental principles which arc fully established by
experiment and in works upon statics. These are as
follows:

(a) A force may be completely represented by a line-
segment, the beginning of the segment being the point
of appUcation of the force, Uie direction of the segme. f.

rP

Fig. 16

giving the direction of the force, and the length of the
Mfdieat representing the magnitude or greatness of
the force, Thui OP represents a force which acts at
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• '^'^ ""• ' "««d exerdiiiig a pull or foite

Flo. 17

Z^^' "" "**"^' '-^^ - ^°<i to move along

The force thus acting along OR and exerting an i«

and ,s called the resolved part of OP alon^/? '

corpoi L f
;* » «>°«q«ently expressed by^P

t^
,
/?/' be perpendicular to L O'P'^ni? <.«/• !?^

Q>r If OP is perpendicular to L the cosme of ft,.

UoL' a?^ I'ltaT? t'r
"" ''*• ''^**'« " *"-

^'-iA^^
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Pio. 18

That is the single foree OC acting alone wiU producee»cUy the same effect on O as the two forces OA andOB actmg together. OC is then called the Resultant

Ex Two forces /,. /,. (OA and 05). act on O at angle
^ with one another, and R, (OP), is their result«,tactmg at angle ^ with /,.

Then 0P>~0A*+0B'+20A0B cos <?

», ,. .

• ^'-A'+/.'+2A /, cos <? (19)which gives the magnitude of the resultant.
Again, if Pg be 1 to OB,

tan^.^ Pl.^l_
^ OQ OB+PB cos d'

ft sin 6or tan <p^- -—^.
h cos ^+/,

wh:ich gives the direction of the resultant..

(20)
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dif!li' " ^"^ ^ ^*^- ^*»* '^'^^ *« coincident indirection, co. tf-i «,d A" ^ ;.«+/'+2/^,-(/, +m~
*"

and /?— ', „
or the Rsultant is the i. ,n ci the foices.

tion., and CO. (?--.i. .,„ r;.
.V4^»-2^^,

•ad the «»ulta«t i. the'dV,; „. • ,,, ^^ ,^^^

«.l!l !I
\"^'' ^"® ^ ^^^'^

^
**» ^««»» equal in«a^i^ but actmg u. oppc= u di«ctions «^ tl^

-|||« P^ neutrahze e«ch olh. and have th^^ te-

30-, to find their resultant and its direction.

a«H
^"^'+®'+2X6X8cos30o»100+ 48V3,and tan ^-6 sin 30/ (8+6 cos 30) -0-2273

and ^=-12° 49'.
'

EXERCISE Xn.

find
1"^°

^°"*i'
°^ *^ *"^ 2° *"^ ^' *« ^««»^ Of 720, tofind their resultant and its direction.

.Jh t i?r
^' '^'^'^ ^^'O"* * post and the ends areea^ pulled with a force of 100. and at an angle of 12^with each other. Find the pressure on the post

as^rfinTtlLTd^^L^^^^ " -' "^^^ --^--

4. A string tied to a stone on a level floor pulls up-wards at an angle of 26» 20' with the floor. Fted theforce tendmg to move the stone along the floor. Alsothe force tendmgTto lift the stone.
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5. In a omul a txmt 20 feet from the tow-path is
towed by a rope 55 feet kmg. What part of the puU
on the rope is effective in moving the boat forward?

2^. Let OX, OY be rectanfukr axes, and let /», /^
etc., be forces acting at O and making angles «„ a^
etc., with OX. • • 1. >.

Fio. 20

Then if /e be the resultant making angle ^ with OX
the part of /? resolved akmg OX must be equal to the
sum of the resolved parts of all the forces along OX, etc

.'. /? cos <p= If cos a, resolving along OX:
and R sin <p=:If sin a, resolvinif along OY.

•'. Dividing,

tan ^
If sin

k21)If cos a
Squaring and adding

/^^Ci"/ sin a)»+ (/;•/ cos a)» ..(22)

Ex. OP and OQ are two forces acting at ( , and PX
IS equal and parallel to OQ, so that OP is a triangle,
and PX represents in direction and magnitude the
ioroe OQ.
Then, because L.B is negative, R sin <p^h n A- a

sin a-the resolved part X to OX; and frt n he prop-

•^:

^
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i%

crty of the triangle 6 sin A -o sin S, (14). /. R sin

S?— 0, and there is no resolved part of the resultant Jl

to OX.
*

Also R cos ^-6 cos i4+a cos B, since cos (-B) is

positive.

But in any triangle 6 cos A + a cos B»c, (8).
.*. c, or OX is the refultant.

Hence, if two forces are represented in magnitude
and direction by two sides (OP and PX) of a triangle
taken in the same order, the resultant is leptesented in
magnitude and direction by the third side (OX) taken
in reversed order.

Ex. 1. A ball of weight w lies on a plane «clined at
angle d with the horizon. Find (a) the force required
to keep the ball from rolling down the plane, (b) The
pressure of the ball upon the plane.

AH is horizontal; AB the plane with the angle BAH
««; and JT is tiie baU.
Draw WE vertically downwards and of proper length

to represent the wei^t w. This can be resolved into
two forces, Wpm.t acting down the plane, and WQ t>r

PE-'P acting directly against the plane, and thus
repfesenting the pressure of the baU on the plane.

mm
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• Fio. 22

(a) W^P-^^w sin 9»the force acting down the

plaiie, and therefore the force required, acting up the

plane, to keep the ball at rest.

(ft) WQ'^p'^w cos ^ is the pressure against the plane.

Cor. 1. If 6=0 the plane is horizontal; <<=0 and there

is no tendency for the ball to move; and p-^w, or
the whole weight of the ball pnsses against the plan6.

Cor. 2. If i?«j, the plane is vertical; /-w and the

whok weight of the ball is the force along the plane;

and ^->0, or there is no pressure on the plane.

Ex. 2. A weight, w, is suspended by two strings, one
of which make an angle a with the horizontal, and the

''

B

Fio. 23
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Other the an^ fi. To find the tenston of the strings'W is the body of wei|^t w, and WA, WB are the
strings, i4 and B being fai the same horizontal line.W is kept in equilibrium by w acting vertically down-
wards, and the two tensions f^ and «, acting upwaids
along the str&igs.

Pioduce BW downwards to H, meeting GH drawn
parallel to WA.
Then w, t^ and t^ form a triangle.

Fiom the sine formula ^-^5_:?1?^«!E_0*[^
^ ...rr.

'^ ^ WHG'tm AWB*
since AWB is the suppkment of WHG. So also «+«
is the sopplenent of AWB.

. . cos /J

tW.

and simihu-ly rW.

in (« + /»)

i, T^
cos g

^"sin (a + /y)

Cor. If the strings are equally inclined to the vertical,

^ ^ ;Stti 2a * 2 Sin o

RXBRCI8B Xm.

1. A baU of weight w resto on a plane inclined at angle
d. Find the force which acting horizontally wiU keep
the baU at rest; and also the pressure on the plane.

. Discuss the case when becomes large.

2. Solve Ex. 1. When the fcrce is appUed at 45*' to
the horizontal.

3. A baU of 100 pounds hangs by a cord. A string
fastened to the ball draws it 5» out of the vertical
Find the tension on the rope and on the string (o)

iisflSasL'.

]
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when the pull is horizontal, (6) when the pull is X to

the rope.

4. A rope 20 feet long is fastened to two supports

in the same horizontal line and 15 feet apart, and a
weight of 100 pounds is suspended from the centre.

Find the tension of the rope and the horizontal thrust

on the supports.

5. A boy's Hed is attached to a skigh by a rope mak-
ing an an^ & with the road. What is the lifting force

on the sled when the horizontal force is 10 pounds?

Addition Theorems.

27. A theorem or formula which gives a function of

the sum or of the difference of two angles in terms of

functions of the single angles is called an addition

theorem.

The {nindpal additicm theorems are for the ane, the

cosine, ard the tangent.

Pio. 24

OX, OY ate two lines at right angks to one miother,

and OPQ is a triangle right-angled at Q.

-«>
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Then,

on any line.

But projecting on OX, Pr. OP-OP cos M +B)
Pr. Pg-P^ sin ^,

atwlH^ .T" ^^+^)+^e. sin ^-O^ cos ^=0and dividing throughout bv OP a«X V'
get (a) cos M^nV 7 '

^^ transposing weL M+5)»cos ^ cos 5-sin A sin 5.

-^'i'^d"/^f/"^">- And because cos (>B)

(&), co^A~B)^cos A cos fi+sin X sin B.

^«^^' ^tin^}-A for A in (b) ^y,s~

cos (^->l^.cos (f->l]cos5+sin [^~A]sinB.

Andl^n'
«-/:^+^)=sin ^ cos B+cos A sin kAnd finally writing-B for 5 in (c) gives

(rf), sm (A -5). sin ^ cos B-cos 4 sin 5

^s (aZbI"^ i "*' ^-«>'' AsinB.. i

\

\/
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28. Addition Theorem for the Tangent

tan (A \ B)t.
^^ (^+^) ^^^ cos B+cosA^ B
cos (A +fi) "cos i4 cos B-sin ii sin B'

Divide both numerator and denominator of the ex-
pression on the rig^t by cos i4 cos B. This reduces
the equation to

tan(yl+B) = r^^^-A+l?5j5 . .
^

' 1 -tan .4 tan B ^^^^

Writing-5 for B and remembering that tan (-B) =
—tan B we get

—

tan (A -B)= -^^-Ari^_:»_ .,5^
^ 1+tan i4 tan B ^"^

29. Functions of Double Angles.—

Making B=A in i (23) gives

sin 2i4=2 sin A cos i4.

Making B=A in iii gives

cos 2A =cosM - sinM =cosM - ( 1 -cosM

)

=2 cosM-1
=2 (1 -sinM) - 1 « 1 -2 sinM.

.'. Collecting-

sin 2i4 =2 sin .4 cos A i

cos2y4=2cos»A-l ii

= 1-2 SinM iii [
(26)

=cosM —sinM. . ..... iv

Again, making B=.4 in (24) gives—

2 tan i4

'l-tan» A (27)tan 2A

Ex. 1. Prove that sin ntf-2 sin 6 cos (n-l)tf+sin
(n-2)e.

In the expansions of sin (d-^^) and of sin (tf-^)
(i, ii of 23) write (n-I)^ for <p, and add the results.
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»+'P'^nd d-^^(2-n)d, and sfa, (e+^)+un ((?-«,)
-2^ Ml ^ ~* ^'^ And substitutkm and tnuispositic«

CoT^a'^ i
"°" («-l)<?+rin (n-2)tf (28)u»r. MaJcmg n-3 we get-

sin 3<?-2 sin tf cos 2<?+sm <?-sm tf (2 cos 2^+1)
-sin (? (3-4 sm>tf)-3 sin (?-4 sin'tf. . .(29)

EXERCISE XIV.

r«.i:/»?^
5"".^^ ^-(«-l)<? in the expansions of cos

(f+<?) and of cos (^-(?) and adding, deduce the form-
ula, cos ntf-2 cos ^ cos (n-l)tf-co8 (n-2)^.

2. From Ex. 1, prove that cos 3^-4 cos»tf-3 cos 0.
3. Show that sin (X+60«)+sin (4-60°)»sin A.
4. aiow that cos (A +60<>) +co8 (A -roo) „cos ii!

(-45^^!"^
expressions for sine and cosine of IS**,

6. Find sin (a+fl) and cos (a+/S) when sin a-i and
sin /..i. 2

7. Find sin 18« and cos 18« in suid expressions.
We have 2X 18° -the complement of 3 X18«>. There-

fore «n 2X18° -cos 3X18°, or 2 sin 18° cos 18°-4
cos" 18°-3 cos 18°. Ex. 2. Thence 2 sin 18°-4 co^ 18°
-3. which is.^ quadratic in sin 18°. Its solution gives

sin 18° ^. Thence the cos 18°, etc.

8. Show that it is possible to find sin 3° in suid exoies-
sions. Compare Exs. 5 and 7.

9 To find the height of a hill a flag-pole 20 ft. lQn£
ii placed upon the hiU. The elevation of the top^f

^fikmm^m
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the pok, as seen from a certain point on the level, is

13** 20' and the elevation of the bottom is 12°.

JO. Prov« that tan (45+g)* }'*'^ f>

1—tan

11. Find taa 15^ and also tan 75*".

12. Find an expression for tan 30 in terms of tan 0.

13. Find tan (A^B'^C) in terms of tangents of the

sins^ angles X, B, and C.

14. From Ex. 13, show that if ^4, B, C are angles of a
triangle tan A+t^n B+tan C«tan A. tan B. tan C.

30. FtmctioiM of Half AaglM.—
Fxom the relations ii, iii (26) we get, by patting

2i4-9. and A^jd, the following relations

—

cos»|-| (1+cos d). 1.

. .0 1
in' —•—sm'

2 2
(1-cos e)...n.

^ .0 1-cos
tan' —V •

2 1+cos
.m.

(30)

Now multiply numerator and denominator of the frac

tion on the right, in iii (30), by 1-cos 0, and

fa„t^ (1-cos 0y
f
1 - cos y2" l-eos»tf "I sin « J

1-CO8
.'. tan -«- . ^ ...

2 sm
and using 1+COS as multiplier,

sin
tan

2 1 +COS 0'

(31)

(32)

••>
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-(HJ-

But cos»|+sm»i, I o „. ^ * i»

cos ^.
^ ^ '

' ^"?-2 "«^ ^» cos.|-si,»|.

SZB8CISB XV.

' ^"^ *»' "» * «" I-V(i +u...») - ,.L » ,

«^ .^.Tr^*^'' '-^^ -" '' ' '"-" -
t«« the cw. i. e .„, kZ^^^I^T «™ «'-

(»). Find ^ when AP^AR
w). i^ the .„. „, t^ .;,^ ^^^
(Ml). Show that AR ' t?i ^ » A

(iv). When ,.«,. p^ ^^ RP..saL
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31. FommlM for Changhn Sniiif and DUIerwcM of
Vnactfcmi into Producti.

—

Consider the four relations of set (23), art. 27, add-
ing i and ii gives-r

sin (i4+B)+8in (i4-B)-2 sin i4 cos B.

And subtracting ii from i,

sin (-4 +5) -sin (A -5) -2 cos A sin J9.

In each of these new equations write ^ (tf+^) for A
and ~ (tf-f) for B. Then 4+B-tf and A-B-^,
and we get-

sin tf+sin ^-2 sin -^ (tf+^) cos ~ (tf-^)

and sin tf-sin y>-2 cos - (tf+^) sin -^ (^-^)

Similarly, by adding and subtracting with regard to iii

and iv we obtain in like manner-

cos ^+cos ^-2 cos - (^+f) cos
I {fi-ip).

and cos tf-cos ^= -2 sin ^ (^+y>) sin ^ {fi-^).

or cos tf-cos ^=2 sin | (^+ ^) sin | ifp-B),

the change in the order of \}m. letters in the latter case
being due to the fact that it cos 9-cos

f* is+ , ^ must
be greater than ^, and therefore f>-(? is positive.

Collecting the four results and changing to A and B
we have

—



^ I. . '

* »»» nmAnm oh TuoongianT

(M)

Bx. 2. To oqitctt CM («+i) #. eo, /. „ -
"-offtmcUoo.. T«..Ln,iuC*^L"ri«'

•"i (.-»). A«l«»mi»ring.j (.+»)_(,+„, 2

•• o-2ii», »_2^ ,„j

""<"+'^*«»<«-W-^(co.2^+co.2«.

••• cos e sin'tf-i cog « .in « ' • —
4 ™" " "» '-4 "a 3» cos e,

«nd cos tf sin 9-i sill 5«. ._j .. ,. |.

^,^ j««2*,.,H!«„3ffcos#_j(^«+

•• "" * •i-'O-i »i« 2»-i sin «.
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32. To expicM taiii4+tanB, aiidUm>l -tan B as
products.

OM i4 CO B cot i4 COS B
.'. tan A+tan B

Siinikily tan i4-taii B

tia(A+B)
cos A cos B

sin M~.g)
eos >4 cos B

.1

(34)

d-f

BXBRCV ZVI.

1. Express cos d nn*d in multiples of 9.

2. Show that sin ^+cos tf-2 sin ~ cos {6-^).

3. Show that sin 6+coa^-'2 sin [-

cos [^--f
.

4. U A, B,C are the angles of a triangle, prove

—

i. cot B cot C+cot C cot i4 +cot -A cot B» 1.

ii. sin A +sin B+sin C=4 cos- cos— cos--
2 2 2

}••• A+B+C=n. C-^K-iA+B) and sm C=sin (A
+B)

.'. sin A +sin B+sin C-sin A +sin B+sin (A +B)

-2 sin ^ (A +B) cos
I

(A -B) +2 sin | (A +B) cos
|

(.4+B)etc.}

5. Show that sin (6+^) sin (^-^) = (sin ^+sin f>)
(sin (?—sin ^)—sin'tf—sinV-

6. Prove that cos (d+f) cos (tf-y>)-cos'tf-smV-
cosy-sin'<?.

'-'SSI

jiffttiftftirt^^ ^yijllj.
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0^'J^X>rZZ S?^,«> -- ^' CO. 3.;

^ui/ cot 4er+coi d; (iv) om 3tf-cot 5^.

8x. 1. let sill #_o m,d .^ • ,

"««!•• fcKd relation bet«^ J^ ,, ^ '*"»^

«-»"t^«.««ar:s:tir,L:i?jir
«{«, ^ sin tf ^

-uu o,
•nd as tan ^ -^-^

cos tf

« i^ iLti"^""" -^ -^^. Where . .^ ,

^-V^« +^- Now. since the t«.gent of „"^ """ ""^ "-y v"- -l-tever, we may get an
«.* »such that tan ,.± ,^„ y^i'vTTu^,
-Kc #, and v'S+p.o ^f *

•"Cting the sZ!^t "^ '^"'^« »«•«
.»^?'/*^^ " • *'""' *'»»' ^<I« a. ^ ' R' r' n-

O^ -«. To find the are. of the .,u«e PQR^"

If!'.
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Denote the angle DAA' bv d.

Then AS^a cos d and AP- m cos d. .\PS^(a-m)
cos «; and P5«-(a-m)« cob'O. Biii D. i'/AD'

in

Un d.

.'. cos (?=

quired area.

V^«*' and P5»-^^: -^.>

Cor. If m=0, PS*=*a*; if

r+m» '
**»*^ "-

w-a, P5'-0; if «-|,

EXERCISE XVn.

i4BCi? is a rectangle and BF and £?£ are perpendicu-
lars upon the diagonal AC.

ft- ,0

Pio. 26
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Ut the Sides AB Bad BCbe denoted by 6 and a
respectively. Then every line, about the figure, and
the arfea of every triangle should be expiessible in terms
of a and 6. Denote the angle CAB by 9. then tan &

.|. and hence sin ^-^^, and cos ^-^7==.
1. To find the ratio a : b when AC^c. BF. c beinir

constant. *

AC^b sec (^--Al^-v/^-^^; ^F-a cos (?.
^

and we must have \/a»-f-y«c. J—— .

whence
[^j -c

||j +1-0. and ^-I (c±V?r4).

• 2. Find the ratio a : 6. when DE^c. EF.
3. Find the ratio a : 6. when EF'-^c. AC.
4. To find BE,—

BE'^AB'+AE»^2ABAE cos ^b*+a' sin 'd-2ab sin
cos

' /. BE^Va*+^/(a*+b*).
5. Prove that B£»-AC»-3B/^.
6. Find the area of the parallelogram BEDF.
7. Find the area of the triangle BEC.
8. Find the area of the triangle BEH.
9. Show that cos EBF- ab/Va*- a*9^+b\
10. Show that tan ABE^^tan* BAE.

. Vt.' ^I?Jr
*^*' ^^ rectangle on AC and EF is equal

to the difference between the squares on the sides AB
and BC,

•>
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tOG-FUNCTIONS AND LOGARITHMIC FORMULAS.

33. Logarithms are used to simplify and extend
arithmetical operations, and their proper relations are
with arithmetic and algebra. And yet some works on
Trigonometry are so constructed that one, who did not
knov otherwise, woukl naturally infer that logarithms
were essential in the practice of Trigonometry.

This however is not the case, as any and every prob-
lem in practical Trigonometry may be accurately and
readily solved without any reference to logarithms.

Logarithms are introduced in trigonometric opera-
tions and calculations as a matter of convenience, and
because a large part of the practical work in Trigonom-
etry consists of arithmetical operations, such as mul-
tiplying functions together, or dividing one function
by another.

The trigonometric functions, being ratios, are num-
bers, and admit of having their logarithms taken after

the manner of other numbers. These logarithms are
called logarithmic functions, or log-functions.

Thus sin 50*' is 0-76604. This number being a dec-
imal, its logarithm is 1-88425 to five places. And as
the sine of an angle can never exceed unity, the leg-

sines would in general have negative characteristics.'

To avoid this the sines are multipUed by ten thousand
millions or 10"; or, in other words, 10 is added to the
characteristic. And thus /. sin 50° is 9-88425. Sim-
ilarly /. cos 50° is log (cos 50) -f- 10 or 9-80807. In like

manner we get log-tangents, log-secants, etc., and these

being tabulated in order fomi the tables of log-functions.

34. Tables differ so much in the details of their con-

struction that it is not possible to give general rules.

^ymgii^^^^
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for the •• w<«kuig" of aU Ubks, Imt with any uWe of

ei^J^ *'*'°°'' ""^ may do as in the fdlowing

Ex. 1. To find /. sin 37® 20' 42*.
The tabk which usually registere to minutes of mtc

gives /. sin 37« 20' -9-78280.
/. sin 37° 21 '-9-78296.

Thus the /. sine increases by 16 units in going thitrngh

60* or 1', and hence it increases |xi6-ll.2 units in

going over 42'. So adding 11 to 9-78280 gives 9-78291
«• /. sin 37* 20' 42*.

Ex. 2. To find /. cos 59° 47' 18». The table gives
/. cos 59° 47' =9-70180.

_ /.cos 59° 48'-9.70I58.
The log-cosine decreases 22 units for 60*. and hence it

decreases ^X22-6.6 units for 18'. Hence subtracting

7 from 9-70180 gives 9-70173 as /. cos 59° 47' 18'
In like manner proportional parts ate to be taken

for seconds in any log-function, remembering that for
the sine, tangent, and secant the function and its log-
ai:ithm increases as the angle increases, while the co-
functions and their logarithms decrease with an increase
of the angle.

Ex. 3. To find d, when /. sin ^-9-81642.
The table gives 981636 = /. sin 40° 56'

9-81651-/. sin 40° 57'
diff- 15 for 1' or 60*.

But 9-81642-9.81636. 6. And ± of 60'-24'
.-. ^-40° 56' 24'.

"jiS .J?
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.The best tatdcs have caatrhnmeiM lor finding theae

proportional paru mkh a miniwmn of kbor.

iS. Tlie method of taking proportional parts, as

tmted in the preeeding arttde, is qtt^ nrfficicBt for all

ordinary cases which occur in fumctke. Bttt fcM* ^^^ery

snu^ ttBj^s not rising above 20' or so, the varii^osw
in i. sin and /. tan are so irregular as compared widi
equal mcrements of angles, as to render the methad of

pn4)ortional parts useless.

We may t)Kn do as f<41ows: The equatum sin «'-
« siu r is so neariy true that with five-fdace taMes no
error is appreciable when n is less than 20. With these

restrictions we have then, /. nn n' -/.«+/. sin 1'

-/.!»+ 6-46373.

Bx. 1. To find /. sm 3' 14'-4.

This has n-3'-24, and log. 3-24- 0-51054.

Then I. sin 3' 14^-4-0-51054+64^373-6-97427, and
this is correct to the last decimal place.

This principle can be extended as far as 60' or 1^ if

we subtract from the result, 1 when n lies between 20
and 50, and 2 when between 50 and 60.

A similar process applies to the finding of the /. tan-

gents of small angles, /. tan n'-/. n+l. tan 1/

-/. n+ 6-46373,

except that instead of subtracting 1 and 2 betw^n the

limits given, we add to the final result.

Ex. 2. To find 6 when /. sin tf- 7- 10485.

This angle is evidently small, as the characteristic of

the /. sme is only 7. Therefore 7- 10485 -6-46373

-

064112, which is the logarithm of 4-377.

Therefore ^-4'-377-4' 22'-62.
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,,. («) log a +log 6-k)g (oft).

(6) log a -log 6-log 1
(c) log a»-« log o. •

T^ the addition of logarithms corresponds to, themult.pl„^tK« of numbers, and the snbtiction ojW
^tion with loganthms conesponding to the addi-tion or subtraction of numbers. ^ that ri™ w «;^k,g 6. we find, log (at) by addition l^t tT^^^n^dimrt means of finding log (a+b) or log (a!*)

""^

Hence formulas mvolving addition or subtrwition offactions are not «lapted to logarithms, .m^Tb^
^Z.":^^'^ '" r ''^^"™ ^-^'^ fomulas L to

rnfe^. "' "'"^"°"^ '^ tnultiplications

ithmr.^'i ^t '°"°"^ ^ ^'^^P'^ ^« ^he use of logar-ithms while tiie cosine formula is not.
^

Similarly, sin 0+sin e is not adapted to the use of
logarithms, while its equivalent 2 sin 1

(^+ tf) cos i

is^.L^f:^':^'^' "^^^ ^^ ~bt~ction'^tween the angles and not between the functions.
Ex. Employ log-functions to find 9 when sin /9sm ^+sin B, where ^-120 B-™ "" ^"

r «

-^
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7. sin tf-log (nn 12*+Mn 8*) -log (2 »in 10* cos 2°)

-log 2 + f. sin 10*>+ l. cos 2'»-0-30103 +9-23967
+999973 =9-54043-/. sin 20* 18' 32*

.-. ^-20° 18' 32*.

The student will find, by making the solution, that

the process is very much mart concise if natural func-

tions are empioyed.

37. Tnuttfonnatioii of Cosine VmvaxHai

a*= h^-\-(*-2bc cos A
o as to Fiad A wh«n the Sides are Given.—

Since cos A •-

-1, i. (30).

.•. 2 cos' —

.

26c
, i. (16), and cos A =2 cos* —

1 +
V-\-<?-d* (6+c)»-a»

2hr 26c

(6+c+o) (6 +c- o)

26c

Now put a + 6 + c= 2x. Then 6 +c-a = 2 (j-o), etc.,

and this substitution gives

—

cos V s (>-«)\
6c /

(35)

A 1
Then /. cos -=

2
{log J+log (y-a) -log 6-log c}. (35-/.)

A ABy this method we find /. cos —, thence ^ and finally

A. A conjugate formula derived, in a similar manner,

from the relation cos ^4-1-2 sin* ^, is

. A A{s-h) {s-c)\ , ,'»"^"^\
6c -/ (36)

A 1
and /. sin -2 -2 no8 (^ -*) +*o«(^ -'^) -log6 -logcl (36/.)
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(3W.) may coiuequMUy be written-

^"4-f"»«'+'<>» ('-«)+c.log»+c. logcl . .(37)
•»*«• th«. h.« only «ldido„. i„ th, J

left and subtractiM evf-^TfiT' ,
**«»»»»«« on the

H.« ,_| (13.4S+ .7.20+2,.87).2fr26; .-a-u.g,
log J

log (j-a)

c. log b

c. log c

1-41929
1- 10755

-8-76447

-8-66015

2[l9j95l46

997573

/. COS ^-997573.

^'»37o
58'.
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FoniiiilA to M to Had
to TUfd m*

Two mm ftnd the ^chutod Angto m Gifts.

We have a»-6«+e»-26ccos ^ ; and cosi* -2 cos»^-

3a. TnuufMnittiea of CotiiM
a whMi A it OivtB: or to Find

Therefore a«-6»+c>-46c cos»4+26c

-(6+c)»-46c cos»^

Now, (b+cy>4bc, so that ,v**\,<l.
{0+ cy

Hence putting j-^ cos ^»sin 0, we have

a-(6+c) cos e.

And we thus obtain the solution by means of the aux-
iUary angle 0. Put into logarithmic form this is—

/. sin tf-log 2 +2 (log 6 +bg c) +/. cos—log (6 +c)

log a«log (b+c) + l. cos 6.

Ex. Given 6-30, c-42, y4=64°, to find a.

log 2=0-30103
1

jOog 6+ log c) -1-55018

(38)

/. cos -=9-92842

-log (b+ c)

I. sin 6'

1-77963
-1-85733

992230

^-560 44»
/. cos <? = 9-73921

log (6 + c) = 1-85733

log a- 1.59654
.-. a -39*49
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.^5Li*, ,v gLL^_ ain i4+ gin fi
sill B '

'

"Since ?
«-* Sin i4-sin B*

But tan i M4fi)=cot i C. since ^+fi-,C.,80o.

.•.tan»M-5).«-6^,l^_
(39)

This gives 1 (^-5); and i M+B)=90O-i C;

-^, which makes known A and B.
As logarithmic formulas we have—

/•taniM-5),log(a-6)+/.cotic-log(a+ 6)

2 M+5)=90°-i C (397.)

JForms (38) and (39) are in a manner equivalent asboth find an unknown part of the tri««»i« T
sides «,d the included Z^lr^^^'"' ""^ '-

T^^Z ? '""."i?
** "*'' "'™ «« tWrt side only is

fom (3,7
^

' " "'°'' «>«>"'<»» to employ
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Ex. Given a -64,fr-.48,C-77«20'tofindi4 andB.
log (a-b) -r 1-20412 90" (y

I. cot
J.

-009680 jC» 38° 40^

-teg (a+6) - -204922 1 ,^ . «, , „— j(i4+B) -51' 20'

/. tan
J

(i4-fl)-9.25170 i (i4-B)-10*> 7'.

.'.

J
(A-B) -10" 7'. .-. A -61" 27', B-41» 13'.

EXBRCISB XVm.

1. From the log-function tables find the following—
(a) /. sin 12« 32' 13*. 5. (6) /. cos 47° 18' 10*.

(c) I. tan 3' 17». 3. (d) /. sin 27*. 34.

(e) The angle whose /. sin is 9.47121.

if) The angle whose /. tan is 2.34712.

(g) The angle whose /. sin is 7.14125.

2. If «-\/a»+M show that if /. tan ^-log 6-log o,
then teg «-log a+l. sec d.

3. Find C when tan C-tan A -|-ten B, where A -32"
42', B-48° 17', xnd you have only a table of teg-func-
tions.

4. Given /. cos 6, show how to find /. ate d.

c T* * —COS # , . . a

1-i-cos d '
^^^"^ ^**** teg a= 2 /. tan ^.

6. If 6-a sin d~b cos 6, show. that log a-log 6+/

cot r-.
' 2

..J'VVl

:fl
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^ Ih the t*.,h ABC, .-«.3. »-«.,.„4„. ^

A U°;."^ -*'•• »-'«• c-rr .0', to fad

INVBMB OR ClMCUlAR FUNCTIONS.

q«».t,ty but of opeStte.
» ""t-

• symbol of

The fint desienation i-

t

^h« «versed sin* of x."

The functions which are calfed i«v«- * \,
»«I.r function, „. "naanriJleZTwi^b'tTJonometnc ones. Thus we haw n^-t .Z "*^'

etc. The fi^„ .a ..« ^:™
-^;^; ;^«. *c-.x.
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MPThtttM^-sin

•o

AP
-UPOP

OP OP
Or, if we take OP as unit length in older to avoid

fractional forms

—

i4P-sin-«A/P-cos-«OA#-tan-»i4r-sec-» OT, etc.
Similarly, Pfi-coB-»A/P-cot-MT-co8ec-»Or.

Msio^-^-cos[j-tf],tf-sin-»^and |-^-cos-»^

.-. 8in-»^+co8->-|

Similarly tan-»^+cot-*^-| } ! . . (40)

ec-»^+cosec-»^-5

Circular functions are of very great importance in the
operations of the differential, and especially, the in-
tegral calculus. The important theorems, however,
are not numerous.

41. To sum tan-**+tan-*>', that is to express this
sum in the form of a single inverse tangent.

Let f»-tan~*a: and tf-tan-»y.

Then x— tan tp and j'— tan 0.

and tan (^+<9)-i?!Lf±tan^_iH:>'
^^ l-tan^tan^ \-xy

.-. f+tf-tan-»*+tan-»y-tan-»;?^i^.
\—xv
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and we may write—

tan -»*+ tan -V- tau-»-i?^
l—xy

tan -»«^ tan-y- tori-»^^:i^ I

1 -f-*W

(41)

Bx. 1. tan-^+tan-d,tan-.-i;i^,,,„.,,.

Bx. 2. 2 tan-»i-,tan-»

2

5

'-rj

I -"»-'ii-'«»-'5|'

The meantog of example 1 fa that if two «,rie, be

rT"*^
such that the ,«,gent of the one is

' ^
wiU make up 45° or i^. ^
42. To sum sin-*;r+sin-»y.

Ut ^-,sin-»x and ^-sin-V
Then X'^ian a>. y^sin » \A— *« /-

cos ^.
' ^^-^'^cos y>, Vl-y3„

But sin (^+^),si„^^3 ^^^^ ^ ^^-

.'. f+ ^-sin-»{«\/n7+-^i^:^f

cos-»*+cos-v«co8-M:ry- Vo^r^^nr::?)
}

/
'

'

(42)
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EXERCISE XDL

1. Find 2 tan~^^ as an inverse tangent.

2. Show that 2 tan"4+ tan-4= ?-
3 7 4

3. Show that 2 tan-»|+2 tan-»|+tan-»-^=|.

4. Prove that 4 tan-4-tan-»:r^«J

5. Prove that 2 sin-*x=sin-»2«'\/l -x»-

6. Show that 2 cos-*ic=cos-» (2x»-l).

7. If X sin ^-^«» sin 2»+4«' sin 3<?- +.

tan-t.
X sin ^

1+xcostf'

show by changing the sign of x and subtracting, that

1 ^ . 2* sin tf
.»=- tan^ r-^—X sin 0+^ sin 3 ^+ ^*» sin 5 d+

l-x»

Trigonometric Constructions.

43. By trigonometric construction we mean the find-

ing, by graphical methods, of the values of such trigo-

nometric expressions as can be found, and which have
sufficient elements given to mal^e the construction

determinate.

As a trigonometric function is a number it is neces-

sary for construction that some line-segment enter inx as

a radius. But the length of this radius is quite im-
material.

On account of the endless variety of such trigonom-

etric expressions as are capable of being comtructed,
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\

no very general principles of opemtkm^cim be laid down

;

and even the construction of a given case may admit
of a number of variations of which some are more ele-
gant than others. The followmg will serve to illustrate
the subject:

Ex. 1. To construct an angle whose sine is given.
Take any line-segment OP as radius and on it describe

Fig. 28

the semicircle OMP. In this semicircle place the chqid
PM^OP X giv^n sii-e, and join MO.
Then MOP is the required angle. This gives the

smallest anj^, but the supplement of MOP has the
sapie sine.

A similar construction finds an angle whose cosine is

given. For if the chord OM be made equal to r times
the given cosine, MOP is the required angle.

Ex. 2. To construct an angle whose tangent is given.
Take an arbitrary segment, OA, as radius and draw
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AT ± toOA. Make AT-r X the given tangent, and

join OT. TOA is the angle sought.

The same construction finds an angle whose secant

is given. Except that AT is an indefinite line, and

with as centre and OT=rX the given secant, a circle

is described cutting AT in T, giving TOA as the angle

sought.

Ex. 3. Given a sin »+6 cos (?=c, to find the angle d,

where a, b and c are given line-segments.

3

Let a^'T cos (p, b = r sin f. Then f*= o» + 6^, tan 9'

»-. and a sin ^+6 cos d=r sin (<p + d)^c. .: In the

right-angled triangle CBA, make CB=b. BA =a. Then

UOAB^^ip, and Ci4=r. With C as centre and c as

radius, draw a circle TV, and AT a tangent to this

circle. .Then c^r sin {CAT). .'. CAr=^+ tf, and

BAT'^Q.

f-^g-BRtgS'^ ..
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Bx. 4. Construct the Hne-segment given by
„ 9iaA +C08 A ,

taaA ' ^°^^ a and .4 are given.

^ 9mA + cos A , . .

t^M "(* sin .4 +a cos A) cot A.

i^w 5C 1 to OC, and make C£»-BC. and diaw DP

\

± to OD to meet OP drawn ± to 05. Then DP isthe segment sought.
*®

POD'^Tr** '^'Z'
^^ C^=CB-« sin A. And asPOD IS the complement of A, OPD^A, and PD^O^cot A =a (cos yl +8in A) cot A.

Ill ii

tiisiv^.^*.
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BXBRdSB XX.

1. Colisttuct an aagtt whose cotangent is given.

2. Construct an angle whose cosecant is gi\ ^n.
ft

3. Construct the rectangle a6 sin tf cos j, where «, 6,

^are given.

4. Construct x-Csin A -sin B) y/t^^l^, where A,
'B are given angles andpi, b given segments.

5. "Find sin~*-T where a and b are given segments.

6. Qmstruct a sin (4+ tan"*-) where A b, a given

angle and a and b given line-segments.

: 7. Construct tan-*- +tan-»^.

mSCXLLAHEOUS ARTICLES ARD EXERCISES.

1. Prove the following relations:

(a) cos* A -sini A *2 co^ A -I.

(b) Vl-sin#-(sec ^-tan ^ Vl+sin'tf.

(c) 2 see (?--^??^^+-?^?^ .^'
coaec^-l^cosec tf+1

fA\ co»^
. sin A ' A , A

(«) sec* A -aec» A -tan* A +tan' A.

(/) sin A+sin B-sin C-4 sin y sin- cos^ in any
triangle. ^ ^ ^

2. Find any fmiction <^ $ from the following:

,(d) 2 sin ^«2 -cos A
(6) 8 si9 tf-4+cos ^,
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(«) ten ^4-9cc tf-3/2.

(d) 8intf+2cos^-l.

(•) tea 2 ^+cot tf-8 cfM* e.

3. In any circle prove that the chord of 108» is equal
to the sum of the chords of 36®. and 60°.

4. A person on a light-house notices that the angle
of depression of a boat coming towards him is a, and
that after m minntes it is /?. How long after the first
observation will the boat reach the Hght-house?

5. (a) From the cosine formula show that

c-(«+6) siny sec ^, if tan ^-^ cot -.

(6) Express the results of (a) in logarithmic form,
and apply it to the case where o- 25-33, 6-18-46.
C-78°44'.

6. Prove that a cos 0+b sin fl

-v^+^ cos
[
^- tan-»- )

.

7. Show from Es a cos »+6 sin ^ is a maxi-
mnm when 9»tan' >/

8. (a) Divide anf«>vioally the angle A into two
parts such that the sum of the cosines of the parts is
a given quantity m.

(6) Obtain a geometric construction for this division.

^m-n
9. Prove that tan-»--tan-»-

n , m+n
It

'4*

JO.
A side of a triangle is 4 and the opposite angle

36°, and the altitude to another side is v'5-1. Find
the other parte of the triangle.

'
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11. The length of the median to side aism, and the

parts into whidi it divides its angle A am a and fi.

Tind the other parts of the triangle.

12. Solve the triangle in which a+ 6, c and A are

given. (Find a-b hy cosine formula.

)

13. The altitude of a rock is 47°. After walking

^000 feet towards it up a slope of 32°, the altitude is

77°. Find the vertical height of the rock above the

first point of observation.

14. A hiU rinng 1 in 5 faces south. Show that a

toad which takes a north-east course rises 1 in 7.

15. Find the directioa in Ex. 14 that the road may

rise 1 in 10.

16. A gabk facing north has a vertical angte of 2f.

Show that, when the sun is south at elevation «, the

angle of the shadow of the gable is 2 tan"* (tan a tan ^).

Fig. 32

U is the i^ane of a dial and GON is the gnomon with

the edge OG pointing to the north pole of the heavens,

and l_ GO^ is the latitude ^. By the sun's apparent

daily motion the angle BGH, or hour angle, h, between

the gnomon and it^ shadow, is measured out uniforn^^y.

OH, making the angle BOH^'O, is the edge of the

:^iadow upon the dial. Then, BH'^GB tan h^OB
tan d. And GB/OB^sin v, whence tan (^-sin ftanh.

Vyp.,- W'-^j^-^^^l
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fonn the hour Unes on the dhU.

17. Given ^p, construct i> lor vnrione viUues of h,
IS. Uy off the hour foet of « iHal lor int. 44«» N.

«2!; t^J!^"?"^'
the earth and A# the moon. The«oon it observed horn A and from B. /AOBm*0AM. «, OHM -/f, toM OM.

^^^»'-r.

Pig. 33

The whole angte «+n does not exceed 30' or 40\
and m-n is not more than 10' or so. Hence cos

i

(«~it) is pracUcally unity. On this supposiUon prov?

*-C -,rsinl(*+;0«>s-; ^-/J)/sini(a+/J+r).

20. If m Ex. 19. a-.145«. /J-164« 12' and r-50«.Show that «-60.58r.
'

^ITbis means that the moon's distance from the centie
of the earth is a Uttk more than 60 rndn of the earth.

21. S represents the sun. E the earth, and V the
planet Venus. W' is the path of Venus « seen f™
fv^^« "^^^"^ ^' ^* ^^^^--'^ measomlby obser^tion. Denote BDA by 2A-and DVC by t
Ottfle Mgto being aU less than V. She / that pi
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FU. 34

22. InEx.21,if (^)'-(^?|]',find/»whexior 46».8.

(^ it tlK mtn's lioriaontal paralUx, i.e., the angk

tttbtended at the sua by thfc earth's radios).

23. OC-a and OP^r are fixed lengths, and 0, f

are variabk angles, being generated uniformly. Show

(i) cot ^-cot «-- cosec tf.

(ii) If a > r, f can never be a right angle.

(iii) Ifa-r,^-j+v

These enter into the theory of eccentric motion.

24. Prove the following:

(a) fj r, r,-f A—**^-

(6) rfiT^r,^ A',

(c) a=2 /? sin i*. Where R is the ^.^Bmrnrtkis.

i^ »S§ii*:
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(^ '^-'^•indeo.lco.f withsymnietrkal
•^"MSioM for r, and r_

*K^j^,m§^£.

rf the belt when (oe. around the wheels md (o) cmi.between them, (6) doe, not cro» betwej^ttem

Ch'o,tt" ':L:!^."
'• "»"«' '"»" "«« "»

cenai? in the body and the plane
Then the amount of friction, which acts as a fonv.

fi«f:J^
t>>e coefficient of friction of iron on iron be O-lfi
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30. If an iron rl<uie havf. an inclination of 3°, find

the force, acting along tv < lane, necessary to slide a

block of iron of 100 gms. \a) v\ t le flftne, (6) downvthe

plane.

31. The friction of a metal on oak is about 0«5. What
force acting at 30^ upwards will move 100 kgms. of iron

along a level op.k floor?

32. Tht M: ; rles, each 20 feet in length, are joined at

the top, u ' their feet rest at the vertices of an equi-

lateral triangle with side 12 oq level ground, (a) Find

the angle of inclination of each pole. (6) Find the

vertical height of the tops.

33. If, in Ex. 32, 100 lbs. be suspended from the tops

of the poles, find (o) the end pressure on a pole, (6) the

horizontal thrust at the bottom of a pole; the weight

of the pole being not conside|«d.

34. ABC is a triangle of which AB pnd BC are rigid

rods. C is fixed, and A is compelled to move in the

line AC. If a force, p, be pplied to A along AC, show

that the force (a) acting perpendicularly to AC is p
sin C/ Vn'—sin'C; (6) acting along BC is ^ {cos C—
sin'C/ Vn'— sin'C} ; (c) acting perpendicularly to BC
is ^jsin C+sin C cos C / \/»^— sin'Cj, where n is the

ratio AB : BC.

(This exercise embodies the principles ^f the cross-

head and crank in the steam engine.)

35. From the comer of a cuboid a piece is cut off by

a plane saw cut, which reaches to the distances a, b, c

respectively on the three edges. Prove that the area of

1 .—

.

—
the section is —Va*b*-\-f j'-j-c'o*.
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'96, At t)ie vtt^icm qi An eqityateral trian|^ Ime aeg*^

ttcoti, «, ft, c ret|iectiwty, ate dntwn naf-Qiai to tlie

pkaeof tlK tfiMtgle. . Sbow that tlie area td tbe

formed by connecting the outer points is ^Vj 1^*4-4^

il4?Sab)U where ^ it the aide of the equiUtend



ANSVimRS TO EXEROSBa

i^-:

'^

SXSRQBB L

1. 0-3168. 2. 7. 3. 5.

SXEROSB n.

1. 3-141593 m.

3. ^-00000; 1 0000000.

5. 0-062 in.

7.0-4342945.

d. 101-369,.

iU 606-094; 1 hr. 38 min. 59-7 sec.

4. 313-632

2. 7-95775 It.

4. 326419.

6. 2-582.

8. 57-2957805.

10. 49-535.

12. 325-292.

SXBRCISB m.

I. 0-632477.

J. 26''7'.36».8.

5. lOl ft. 4-4 in.

7, 5488 ft.

9. 8 ft. 11-43 in.

II. 1082-3 ft.

13. 3961-7 m.

2. 0-0002635.

4. 0-30717 in.

6. 0-009865; 0-99962.

8. 0**-8247 or 49' 29* neailjr.

10. 412-5 ft.

12. 343-88 m.

14. 18-52 m.

1. (ii) a sec 0.

(vi) a cos 6.

, (ix) a sin' 6.

2. (i) 10 ft.

^i-^

BXBRCISB IV.

<iii) a sin #. (iv) a sin » cos 9.

<vii) a cos* «. (viii) afosifd.

(ix) a*i' «C08 0- (m) a «in "tf tan ^.

(ii) 17-32 ft. (iii) 8-66 ft.

{91]
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BXBftCISB V.

I. 04472; 08944; l-liao. 2. 1.1339; 06614; 1.5119
3. 0; io; oo. 4. j. y^. ^
5. l/8mf». 6. 0-8660; 1-7321. 8. or 1.

EZERCISB.VI.

I. 15» 54' 56»; 39-48 in. 2. 8^ 47'. 3. 58« 32'.
*• *^''-

5. 18« 26'; 71* 34'.
«. 9684 ft.; 70-87 ft. 7. 17-76 ft

«. 27*' 49'. 9.4.104 m.
10. i»-34-41, 6-26-63, c-36.22, C-71° 29'
11. 59*» 52', 51*» 32', 68® 36'.

12. C-84» 58', a-17.157, 6-11-896.

EXERCISB Vn.

1. 41« 40' and 138° 20'. 2. 61° 46' and -61° 46'.

BZBRCISE Vm.

2. 4-4933. 3. 70° 32' or-70° 32'. 4. 1-2587
5. (a) Z_AOP ^108° 36'. (b) l_AOP=73° 32'.

EXERCISE DL

1. 48° 48' or 131° 12'. 2. Triangle imaginary.
3. C-112° 5', a-14.70, 6-5.37.
4. A -30° 2', C-82° 43', 0=48-76.
5. A-34° 4', C-78° 36', 6-7907.
6. 21-48 ft. 7. 165 ft. 8. 916 ft
9.62. 10. 8° 14'.

**

-i
'^-

'r-"nKriaii(ynr''iiilliiit-i
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BXERCISE X.

93

1. i4-53» 8', B-SQ** 29', C-67*» 23'.

2. 38-68. 3. 2-78.

4. A -48*' 49', 5-93*' 27', c-34-39.

5. 747 rods. 6. 1-64 m.; 17" 31' east of N.

7. 2-62 m.; 3-39 m.

4 56 12
*• 5' 65' 13'

EXERCISE XI.

2. 156>4 rods. 3. 1344.

4. 50° 56' or 129° 4'. 6. 90°.

7. 13.13, 17° 27', 23° 35', 138° 58'.

'8.108.25. 9.52-5. 10. ^ \/2c» + 2a»-6».

11. sin ^«4A / b V2c»+2a»-6»; etc.

.17. 1168-5 yds. 18. 18-3 ft. 19. 23 m. 13798 ft.

EXERCISE XI A.

1. J-2.62 L -4.538.

2. Length of side -380-23 rods, making with the mer-

idian angle tan"* 0-0087 west of north.

3. (o) For fourth comer J = 157-47, L-7-89.

(6) Diagonals, AC^l 19-7, N. 57° 26' E.

;

BD- 134-9, N. 109° 4' £.

(c) 6333 sq. rods.

4. 22-87 miles.

EXERCISE Xn.

I. 26-31; 25° 42' with the greater force.

^. 100. 3. <?-75°31';^-28°57'.

4. 0-8962 /; 0-4436 /, where / fc force along the string.

5. 0-9316.

Vf%,

^Mmsi
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1. wtan$: WBtc.0.
«rili# viia4S<'

tui(45'»~^' sin (45^":^*

3. (a) 100.38 Ibft.; 8-75 lbs. <») 9962 »».; 8*72 tbs.

4. 75*59 lbs.; 56*69 ttMk 5. 10 tan 6.

KSBROSBXIV.

S.
V3-1 vT+1
2V? ' 2v^

9 i741 ft

12.

13.

«, |(2V2+>/3), i(2V6^1).

VT-1 vXh.
v'a+i' -s/J-i'

11.

3 tan g-tao»g
1-3 tan'»

tan i4 +tan B+ian C-tan A tan B tan C
Ir-tac A tan B-taa B tan C-tan C t«n A'

XV.

1. 00738; 00740

3. (i) 60<». («>->» tan ^ (1+cos tf).

EXERCISE XVL

1. J (cos ^— COS 3 $).

7. (i) -. (sin 5 tf-sin 0); (it) 1 (sin 7 f-sin 6};

(iii)
J

(cos 8 #+co8 4 tf); fiv) 1 (cos 4 ^-cos 6 6),

8. (i) 2sin|fl.cos|^; (ii) 2 cos 4 ^. sin 2 Q\

(iii) 2 cos ^ tf. cos - fi; (iv). 2 sin 4 tf. sin tf.
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BXBRCBEZVn.

1-c
2. (-l±VT+4?)/2c. 3. ±V 1^

6. ab.
„ 1 o**
7. :r*2* a>+6'

BXERCISB ZVm.

1 cf^

2 («^+ftV*

1. (a) 9.33660. (6) 983131. (c) 6-98070.

(d) 6.12237. (e) 17» 12' 51'. (/)
©'.004587.

id) 4' 45*. 54.

3. 60» 2. '. 7. 36» 36'. 8. 194-28.

9. ^4-60" 18', jB«=41° 32'. 10. 0-3233.

EXERCISE XDL

1. tan -li

MISCELLANEOUS EXERCISES.

2. (a) sin ^--^ or 1.

(c) tan <?='T2'

(6) sin ^»
j3

or j-

3
(d) sin ^ =1 0^-5

•

4. t»

(e) «-90° or 7'* 30'.

cos or sin ^ g (^^ 2828.
-«)

g. (a)l-cos-(^sec^) and^+cos-[^secf ]-

10. 18°, 126°, 2-1028, 5-5066.
.

Uc Sides &, c-2 « sin a / sin (« + /»), 2 m sin /J / sm

(«+.'5f).

"2-?i^:&j

kL
i:
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%9 - 1 /^ . u\ ,
Ic* -c(<H-6) cos ii. . 1 , ,

.

.

12. a^j («+^) +2'-(a+6)-cco«':r' *-2 (»+«-

1 <?— c (a+6) cos A— » I I ^ • etc
2 (a+6)-ccoSi4 '

*^*^*

13. 1034-3 ft.

15. N.E. 15' 30' S., or AT.H'. 15» 30' S.

22. 9».

25. (a) ^-(»'+r')«-(r+r') cos -»?^+V'rf»_(r+r')».

(6) i-nr-(r-r') cos"*^ +>/<?!- (r-r')'.

27. (a) 29503 in; (6) 29754.

29. 9« 5^
30. (a) 21-208 gms.; (6) 10-748 gms.

31. 44-8 kgms. 32. (a) 69° 44'; (6) 1876 ft.

33. (a) 35-5 lbs.; (ft) 12-31 lbs.
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